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nml to give you the
banking support your funds
deserve, your hank should have at its instant call and
ns
this
bank
disposal,
has, the facilities of the largest and
stroneest banking organization in the
world-the Federal

System,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. A.

Haynes.
Legal Notices.
Alley’s Market.
Arlington Training School.
Classified Advertisements.
Hancock County Savings Bank.
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Friends of Mrs. Moses Mayo, one
of Ellsworth’s venerable old
ladies,
regret to learn of the accident that
befel her this morning, when she fell
from a chair, fracturing her nose
and receiving other bruises.
It is understood that counsel for
Alden V. Carter, who is under indictment for setting fire to a woodpile in West Ellsworth, will file a
petition to have him committed to
the hospital at Bangor for observation as to his sanity.
Mrs.
Julia
Niccolls, who has
spent the summer here, left to-day
for Summit, N. J., for the winter.
She was accompanied
as
far
as
Portland by Miss
Elvira
Austin,
who has spent the summer in Ellsworth.
Augusta, wife of Wellington Hasiam. died at her home on Birch
avenue this noon, after a long illness.
Mrs.
Hasiam
was
seventyfour years of age.
She had a wide
circle of friends in Ellsworth and
neighboring towns. She leaves besides her husband one daughter,
Miss Alice Hasiam of Ellsworth.
The funeral will be held at the home
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Ellsworth's night school has been
abandoned.
Only twenty-two registered. and several
of "these
were
boys who might, if they chose, be
the
attending
regular sessions of the
high school.
Supt. of Schools Stevens decided that the interest shown
was not
sufficient to warrant the
work and expense involved, and so
the night school has been abandoned.
The Ellsworth woman’s club last
evening entertained the teachers of
the Ellsworth public
schools
and
the husbands of members
at
the
home of Mrs. Luther
A.
Leach.
Mrs. L. F. Giles, vice-president of
the club, in the
absence
of
the
president, Miss M. A. Greely, welcomed the guests of the evening.
Principal Elkins of the high school
and made interesting
responded,
remarks.
There were
solos
by
Miss Erva Giles.
The evening was
spent socially.
Refreshments were
served.
The body of Cecil Hodgdon, who
died of pneumonia while in the service with the army of occupation in
Germany, arrived
here
Saturday
afternoon, and was
interred
with
military honors in Woodbine cemetery
Sunday
afternoon.
There
were prayers at the grave by Rev.
G. T. Jones.
Members of Frank E.
Whitmore post, American
Legion,
acted as escort.
Mr. Hodgdon was
about twenty-five years of age. He
was a son of Mrs.
George Haskell,
who moved here last spring from
Eden.
Congressman John A. Peters left
Monday on a speaking tour In the
presidential campaign in New Hampshire and northern New York state.
He spoke last night at Keene. N. H.,
with U. S. Senator George H. Moses
of that state, a candidate for reelection.
Senator Moses, by the
way, is a native of Maine.
He was
horn at Eastport, where his father,
a
prominent Congregational clergyman.
was
located.
Congressman
Peters will speak in New Hampshire
all the rest of this week, and all
next week in New York state.
He
will return home in time for election

monthly.
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MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m„ 6 p. m.
Going East—6.16 a. m., 4 p. m.
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Superba Coffee,
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Sugar, pound,
This is

Lenox
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per cent, reduction
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Soap, bar

This is

a

15 per cent, reduction

package,

Kellogg’s Cornflakes,
package.
This is a 22
cent, reduction

*

Walnuts, in the shell,
This is

Climax Coffee,

a

*

22 per cent, reduction

pound,

This is an

*5

,39

per cent, reduction
It is the fine drinking qualities of this coffee that makes it
so
popular. Let us prove it to you.
OUR PRICES WERE THE LAST TO CO UP. AND THE FIRST
TO COME DOWN
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D, E. Linnehan’s

Garage

Dodge and Dodge Roadster for Immediate Delivery
FULL UNE OF ACCESSORIES

PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE

-OF-

Ellsworth and Hancock County

Ellsworth

on

2, 1920

Board of Registration will be in session at Hancock Hall,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
October 27, 28, 29 and 30

October 30,

at

1

5 p. m., will be the last opportunity to register

Notify
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clear
fair

cloudy

.05

fair
fair
fair

any member of the republican city committee, and
w»ll call for you.

an

rifle, took deliberate aim at Wilson
he stood with his back toward him,
and fired.
Wilson fell with the first
shot, and Tucker fired another bullet
through his
prostrate
body. Either
wound would have proved fatal.
The men were neighbors, both living
alone, and both about forty-five years
of
Wilson
was
ago.
unmarried.
Tucker had been married, but his wife
left him ten years ago.
The men vfrere
apparently on good terms, but there
are those who say that Tucker had had
a grudge against Wilson dating from
the time of his
wife’s
leaving him.
Tucker, since the murder, has said that
he tried to shoot Wilson some years
ago, but his rifle missed fire.
Tucker
has been irrational at times, but was
not considered dangerous.
At the hearing in Machlas Friday.
Tucker was held for the grand Jury,
without bonds, and was committed to
the Insane asylum at Bangor for observation as to his sanity.

automobile

j

Placed at top value.
Returns same
after.
Hundreds
day or
of
day
farmers ship to us for better results.
Let us
our
fair
prove
dealings.
Reference:
Mattapan Nat. Bank.
Send for quotations.
W. F. WYMAN & CO.,

COMING

I Famuli Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

First quality lenses for people from
45 to 65 years
of
in
all-shell
age.
frames, including examination, while
they last. |7. Bought at old prices;
Don’t wait
you get the benefit.

Nov.
11, at
Hancock
hall—Concert
by ScottBates Co., under auspices of Frank
E. Whitmore post, American Legion.
Followed by dance.
Tickets, 39 and
55 cents.

Edward H. Baker
BLL9 WORTH
and Registered
Eye Specialist.
Olllre Orer Moore’s Drug Store
64 Court street (Bridge HUD.
Telephone connection.

Optometrist

LICENSED BUYER OF

Woodworking Lathe Men
for

Novelty Turning
Apply

°EVENTS.

Thursday evening,

Largest commission receivers of New
England live poultry.

WANTED!

Graduate

J

I

Constant* Aim

i

_

It is the eonstant.nim of the Union 'frost
Company to
make ample provision for the requirements of its
customers and supply every
facility for the

prompt,

accurate and convenient transaction of

their

business.
1

r,

banking

11
LI

Your account is invited
—

U

Capital,[$100,000

111

Surplus and Profits, $150,000
Assets, $2,500,000

i

I IMonTrustCdmpany
EllswortixMaine
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VENISON ON SALE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21
-AT_

ALLEY’S MARKET
Fresh Caught Haddock, Western
and Native Beef, all Cuts
Lamb, Veal, Pork, Ham, Fresh Pork Sausage,
Frankfurts, Pickled Pigs Feet, Tripe
CASH

PAID FOR

151 Main

HIDES

AND

Street,

Eddington Man

Accidentally Killed by
Wife.
Ernest C. Leach, aged thirty years,
of
East
was
Eddington,
instantly
killed last Wednesday afternoon, when
a rifle of small calibre, in the hands of
his wife, was accidentally discharged.
Mr. and Mrs. Leach, with a young man
neighbor, had gone to the woods near
their home to hunt partridges, and had
stopped to load their guns when Mrs.
Leach’s rifle was
in some
disway
charged. The bullet struck her husband in the back, and he fell dead.

RAW FURS

Ellsworth
Cambridge, Mass., by being struck by
train.
She was near the gate whea
the train came in.
The gate-tender
in trying to save her, received injurie*
from which he died in a few hours.
Mrs. Gott had been in poor h rnIfh
for the past year, and was living with
her
M.
brother, O.
Saunders. She
leaves another brother, Alvin J„ <*£
this place, and a sister, Mrs. Frank
Pratt of Portland.

a

ELLSWORTH,

30

REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE.

WHILE THEY LAST

13

r

is the time to
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DRESSED POULTRY-EGGS

for the Presidential

Nov.

57—

ation.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Halpin.
Misses Anna and Julia Halpin and
Charles T. Halpin of Everett, Mass.,
visited Mrs. Halpin's mother. Mrs.
Anne Bresnahan. a few days this
week.
Carroll Johnston and Miss Goldie
Povleh were awarded the prize for
the fox trot at Smith's pavilion last
evening. Next Tuesday evening a
prize will be given the best lady
waltzer.

REPUBLICAN
WOMEN

Election

51—

| ik
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^.
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WATER STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.

register

Hun
.Mon
Tues

O.

I

SAVE YOUR MONEY

TELEPHONE 117

to

53—

J

Mrs. A. E. Moore left Thursday for
New York for a short visit with her
son Hoyt.
-0From there she will go to
Longmont. Co!., to spend the winter
Fire at South Brooksville.
*_^
with her son Ernest.
The house of G.
N.
Littlefield «t
Former OrLnnd Woman Killed.
Walter J. Clark, jr., left Monday
South Brooksville was
burned, with
for a ten-days’ business trip to PortNorth Orland, Oct. 14 (special)—Mrs.
contents. Monday forenoon. The fire
land and Boston by auto.
He was
Emily Saunders-Gott was killed Mon- is supposed to have caught from the
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
day evening near her home in North kitchen stove. The loss is about $5061
day.
Tufts of South Hancock.
1..*
Mr. and Mrs. D. Shirley Norris
MURDER AT I MONVILLE.
spent a few days last week with Mrs.
Norris' parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Melvin Wilson Shot Down by Frank
Newman, before leaving for West
'Packer, Apparently Insane.
Palm Beach, Fla., for the winter.
Melvin Wilson
of
Unionville
was
Mrs. Eunice G. Swett
of
South killed Thursday forenoon by Frank
who
declared that his grandTHE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK OF
Portland
and
her
friend.
Mrs. ; Tucker,
MAINE
Snyder, of Seattle. Wash., who have mother came to him in a dream and
been in Ellsworth the past week, told him to kill Wilson. Tucker went t
HAS ALREADY PAID 04 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDENDS
telephone after the
returned to South Portland
Mon- to the nearest
shooting, and told the officers to come !
day.
The last dividend was at the rate of 4 per cent, comand get him.
Miss M. A. Creely left last evening
Wilson was working on
pounded semi-annually
the
pulpfor Boston, where she will be emwood drive on Tunk
ployed during the winter witli the near the Franklin road Pond stream,
bridge, when
New England branch of the Woman’s
Tucker came along the road with a 30National Farm and Garden associ-

Uodge and Cadillac Cars, Miller Tires

Don’t Fall

44

itation

Bangor yesterday.

AGENT FOR

One

Hat

Precip-

afternoon
clear
fair
fair

Mrs. Alice Emery left yesterday
for Milton, Mass., for the winter.
Luman
Woodruff
was at home
from Bowdoin college for the weekend.
Miss Bertha Barbour of Foxcroft
Is visiting her aunt,
Mrs.
W. A.
Alexander.
Clarence Spillane
of
Ellsworth
picked nearly a cup of wild raspberries Sunday.
Mrs. J. Q. Adams and Miss Helen
Adams left Friday for Newtonville,
Mass., for the winter.
The high
school
football
team
will play Sullivan high at Wyman
park Saturday afternoon at 2.30.
Mr. and Mrs Roger L. Higgins
are
receiving
on
congratulations
the birth of
a
daughter Barbara
Fullerton, born Saturday.
The woman’s alliance of the Unitarian church will meet with Mrs.
E. E. Rowe
Thursday afternoon.
A large attendance Is desired.
Mrs. J. H. 1.eland. Mrs. R. Jj
Goodwin and
Misses
Annie Gray
and Delia Hopkins, all Past Grands,
attended the Rebekah assembly In

.12 12

per

58—

forenoon
clear
fair
clear
rain

,Q5

.1$

This is a 11 per cent, reduction

12 m
67—
68-

The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. Luther A. Leach.

,30

reduction

per

Weather
conditions

,14

*

bulk, pound,
Lowney’s Cocoa,
This is a 15
cent,
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour,

45

"

50 per cent, reduction

midnight.J

Temperature

.6 1*2

13 per cent, reduction

a

15

at

4am

Rolled Oats in bulk, pound,

Midnight Tnrsday

observations
taken at the uowei
station of the Har Harbor A Union River
rower C'o., in rillnworth.
Precipitation in
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

highest

20 per cent, reduction

at

I From

charge
*

Ending

ELLSWORTH.

Oct. 19, 1920.

Prices are Lower in this Cash Store
Here it

IN
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\T TUB KX. 1,8 WORTH POfcTOFFlCR.

1920.

1

appealed.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Ellswortk
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AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 20

Herman E. Hill has purchased a
farm at West Gardiner and, with
Mrs. Hill, expects to move there
next week.
John Silvy was arraigned in the
Ellsworth
court
municipal
this
morning, charged with refusing to
his
car at command of an offistop
cer.
He was fined $1 and costs, and

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank

|

WEDNESDAY

DEER SKINS

Mill

and all kinds of

at once to

FURS

Ellsworth Hardwood Corp.

HARVARD M. CLOUGH

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Telephone 105*14

|

ELLSWORTH

FALLS, MAINE

protect yourself with

Liability Policy.
talk with

me

an

Automobile
until yon

car

about it.

W.

O.

Don't start the

Tapley
J.

A.
119

F“iro, rvi

arine

Company

THOMPSON

fS/lAIIN STREET

end Automobile Insurance

Representing
TH©

Lquiteble Fire e»rtd Marinelnsurance Co
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

C. C.

BURRILL

&

SO I'm

—Established 1867—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the leading companies of this and

foreign

count* m

LOOK at this cutf®*
from an original photograph of one
of our plants.
Then place your order with us for
POTTED STRAWBERRY PLANT8
at $8.00 per 100
We have the following varieties:
Uncle Jim, Brandywine, Olen Mary,

Ryckman.
The Everbearer, also Progressive
and 8uperb Plants will be ready tor
| shipment through September and
October.

! HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY AND SEED CO.,

SURRY, MAitt

Deer Isle.
wife
are a
and
E. Allen Greene
home from Isleebore, where they spen
the summer.
Sylvan Knowlton has returned iron
the season’s yachting.
Capt. George Torrey has sailed fron
Portland for Norfolk, to load coal foi
His wife and infant
a foreign port.
son will accompany him on the voyage
Mrs. Norman Gray has returned frorr
Portland and is with her grandmother
Mrs. Arvilla Lufkin.
Miss Rose Haskell is at horn#* frorr
Litchfield. Conn., where she has been

MUTUAL
Edited

BENEFIT COLUMN.
by -An*t Madge.”

MOTTO:—HELPFUL

AND

HOPEFUL

The

purposes of this column are
succinctly stated In the title and motto
—It is for the mutual benefit, and aimi
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
the common good it Is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor ol
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits communications, and
employed.
Its success depends largely on the supwho
has ;
Mrs. Harris W. Haskell,
Comport given It in this respectmother
her
spent a few weeks with
munications must be signed, but the
Mrs. Henry Morgan, has gone South tc
name of writer will not be printed exCommunications
loin her husband.
cept by permission.
Parker T. Fuller of Rockland spent I will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
the week-end with George L. Beck.
will be rejected without good reason.
S.
Oct. 1W.
Address all communications to The
American. Ellsworth. Me.
West ilrooklin.
Rufus Bridges and Sterling Carter,
who have been employed in Vermont,
JAMKS*WHITCOMB RILKY.
are home.
(By Robert D. Dumm.)
Mrs. Octavia Bridges is employed in
*‘I went among the people; I learned
Bluehill.
!
their
wants, .their sufferings, their Joys
Meldora Sellers and Maurice Grant
and I put them into rhyme.*\
are employed at Sargentvi lie.
In
these simple words did James
Henry Bridges has moved his family Whitcomb Riley,
America s
most
behome from Naskeag. where they have
loved poet, whose sixty-seventh anni;
spent the summer.
versary is observed this October, exB.
Oct. 11.
plain the genius that lay behind his
ability to put into verse the very soul i
That he cared nothing
of the people.
for glory,
but
loved
with a whole
heart just plain everyday
folks, is
shown throughout his works.
!
a liberal sample of
with
“folks'’
Riley s acquaintance
began on October 7. 1853, when he was
the
little
Indiana
town of
born in
lies about twenty
Greenfield, which
j
miles out of Indianapolis.
There isn’t space here to go into his
GRANULES
boyhood, but of his early Impressions
you can learn much by reading “The
Old Switpmin' Hole.”
"
Afi Riley approached man's estate.
Mail thi. -«dri today
his father a country lawyer, planned
with name of paper
to have him study for the bar; but he
and your address to
After
was doomed to disappointment.
SCOTT & BOWNE
a brief struggle with Black stone. Riley
from home with a patent
ran away
MAKERS OF
medicine and concert shottf, to take up
SCOTT’S EMULSION
!
a more exciting career as a bass drum16
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
he
became a journeying
mer.
Later
sign painter, only In time to return to
Greenfield, where on a local paper he
had his first experience in journalism.!
The home paper failed, and Riley went
to Indianspoiis. where he secured work {
on the Indianapolis Journal.
His first j
verge was printed by that paper under
the
of B. F.
Johnson
of
pen-name
Boone, but later he used his own name.

j

J
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MOORE'S PHARMACY.

miseries

caused by

Acid-Stomach
EATONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thousands wonderfully benefited. Positively guar*
an teed to please or we wilj refund money.
Call and get a big box today. *i'ou will see.
m.

u.

MooHK, as

main

wr.

KUaworth, Maine

Every

.uwurea,

nncy

Can't tell what it is about
Old October knocks me out!—
I sleep well enough at night—
And the blamedest appetite
Ever mortal man possessed.—
Last thing et. it tastes the best!—
Walnuts, butternuts, pawpaws.
’Ilea and limbers up m. jaws
Fer raal service, sich as new
Pork, sparer!bs, and sausage, too—
Tit. fer all. they’s somepln' 'bout
Old October knocks me out!
/

SAKO

Instantly relieve* Heartburn. Bloated Geary
Feeling. Stop* indigestion, food souring, re*

posting. and all the many

woe

I love old October so,
I can't bear to see her go—
Seems to me like losin' some
Old-home relative er chum—
Pears like sort o' set tin’ by
Some old friend *at sigh by sigh
Was a-passin' out o’ sight
Into everlastln' night!
Hickernuta a feller hears
Rattlin' down is more like tears
Drmppln* on the leaves below—
I love old October so!

patonic
STOM ACn S

success

more
returned
to
Greenfield,
where he lived in the old home among
hla boyhood memories, amid the people
he knew best.
The latter years of his life were not
so pleasant for him as they might have
been, as ill health shaded the Joys of
old
age.
Still,
during
approaching
these last few years he gave to ths
world some of his best work.
On Jgly
22. i»16. at the age of
sixty-three,
Riley died—to the genuine sorrow of
an entire nation.
Following is Riley's own poem on
the month of his birth:
Old October's purl* nigh gone.
And th#< frosts ;a cornin’ on.
m
Little heavier every day—
Like our hearts Is that away!
Leaves Is changin' overhead.
Rack from green to gray and red.
Brown and yeller, with their stems
Loosenin' on the oaks and e'ms;
And the balance of the trees
Gittln' balder every breese—
Like the heads we're scratch In’ on!
OIQ October's purt' nigh gone.

After you eat—always take

^^'>OW YbW

nen

once

mildly, yet thoroughly.
i

; You can lust tell by its healthy,
stimulating odor, that it is
going to do you good
—F I only bad some Sloan’s Liniat!” How often you've said
! I
j •*- ; t!in;;And then when the^rbeusubsided—after hours of
marie tv.
I sufferiag—you forgot it!
1), li t do it again—ret a bottle toy and t, :!> 1.' h.'.ndy lor possible use
torts’: ?! A sti Idea attack may come
ri

*

•

j

:

■

u'll

soon

hod warmth and

rc-

van’s, the liniment that prnoir’.i s: ithnut rubbing. Clean, economical. Lcrce Giles—35c, 70c, $1.40
I

in

Sloans

Linimentfeg

printed this month In the “Farm and
Fireside."
The poem is certainly ap>ropriate to the season.
•

•

•

rather

j
I
j
j

•

*

*

TO CLEAN STRAINER
A milk or other fine mesh strainer
should have soap rubbed on It to push
the dirt through the wires.
Four boiling water over the soap to carry it
away, and the strainer will be better
cleaned than with a brush.—From MeM.
Call's.
-o-

Pretty Mnr»h.
News of the death of Mrs. Andrew J.
Carter, who had been ill some weeks In
the hospital at Bar Harbor, was rereived here to-day.
Mrs. Carter was a
daughter of the late W. H. Freeman.
She was a devoted wtftf and mother, a
loving friend, and kind and helpful
neighbor. She will be greatly missed.
She leaves a husband, one son. Lewis,
two
daughters. Adell and Mary, one
sister. Mrs. Merritt Obcr of Northeast
Harbor, and one brother. George Freeman of Center.
Much sympathy is felt
for the family.
Mrs. Georgia Wiggin of Sound spent
the week-end with Mrs. Allen Smith.
H. P. Freeman of Rockland and C. D.
Joy of Northeast Harbor were guests
of Allen Smith a few days last week.
The Woman's club of Northeast Harbor was pleasantly entertained by Mrs.
Stella L. Hill at her cottage here Tuesday. Oct. 12.
Mrs. Edith Burns and son Gardiner
of Pittsfield were guests of Mr. and
last week.
1 Mrs. Foote a few days
O.
Oct. 18.

j

Maimet.
Pa rid Malanson haa purchased a car.
Mr. and Mr*. William Carr of Northea»t HarWr have moved into the upper
part of Frank Smith's store.
Mrs.
Pauline
the
Higgins spent
week-end with her mother, Mrs. Susie

CHICHESTER

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

knows that fine silks make
fine waists, but do you know that fine silk
also makes fine flour! We buy the very
finest silks for use in sifting

William Tell
FLOUR

I’r«»|»pi'l

is

once,

but thirteen times.

repres«rt2
d,.'"4
fn
CnlisJ

ieadln.

J

November]

■

THANKFUL
FOR GOOD

D!D HER
YEARS AGO

Mrs. Carl Linder. K. F. I). No. 2. E x 41.
Pause!, Minnesota, writes: ‘‘I want to thank
you for your kindness and the go.si your
remedy did me years ago. 1 am perfectly
well and visiting in Spokane, Wash. Wen it

not for Pe-ru-na 1 would not have been able
I always take your medito make this trip.
cine with me for safety should I take cold.
Praise to Pe-ru-na.”
As an emergency remedy for everyday ills,
Pe-ru-na has been in use tifty years.

^

SOLD EVERYWHERE

TABLETS OR LIQUID

..

Sometriys
in tuck |

this

evening \
Is

it

You?

You will find that the tervice of
T and K Tea in your home make*
the meal to much more enjoyable

Ifnrhor.

Major Clarke Blance and family left
Saturday, Dr. Blanee for Fort Bliss.

T and K Tea is

El Paso. Texas, and Mrs. Biance and
children for Hanover, Conn., to spend
several weeks with her parents.
Dr. and Mrs. William
Haskell of
Lewiston were here recently.
Miss Grace Moor*- has been spending
the past week with her cousin. Mrs.
Walter P. Hewins. of Milbridg.-.
Capt. and Mrs. John Foss and Mrs.
Lee Stanwood were guests at Henry
Hamilton's recently.
Daniel G. Libby and wife and John
Workman and family
arrived
from
Castine Tuesday.
Dr. H. E. Colwell of Lincoln spent
the week-end with hie father. G. W.
Colwell.
Mrs. X. I. W.
Wooster
of
West
Gouldshoro is at Capt. G. W. Colwell's.
The E. W.
Cleaves
entertained a
house party for the week-end. Including Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Cleaves. Dr.
Gus Cleaves of Gardner. Mass., and
Francis X. Saucier of Goflfstown. N. H.
Oct. 11.
niuehm Falla.
Mrs. Leslie Candagc is visiting her
mother. Mrs. George Bickford.
George Bickford was given a surprise party on his birthday. Oct. 7.
Refreshments
were served.
I
Mrs. Hugh DufTy and her sister. Mrs.
Abbie Merrill, spent the week-end with
their
brother. Clarence Chatto.
at
North Bluehill.
Dorothy Chatto. who is attending
Shaws business college
at
Bangor,
spent the week-end with her
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Chatto.
C. E. Bradbury is working
on
the
Fernstrom cottage.
Agnes
Bowden, who lias been at
Mrs. Vietta Duffy’s all summer, has returned to Ellsworth.
Lester Conary and
Harvey Stover
found a tree recently, from which
they
took forty-five pounds of honey.
Mrs. Mary Bridges is visiting her
parents. Dr. Littlefield and wife, at Bluehill.
Oct. 11.
c.
-0North f antlnr.

DC Dli N A
r£-|UrflH

Keeps ths Medicine with Her for Safety

so

good—so popular

—-almost all dealers hereabouts sell it.
Ask for T and K Tea.

Kill That Cold With

CASCARA

QUININE
AND

FOR

Cold*, Cough*

fOjVtV*'

Neglacted Colds
Take

no

are

L« Grippe

Dangerous

chances. Keep this rtandard remedy handy for the first
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours—Relieves
tfrippo in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

Quinine in

this form does not
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill's.

parents!

%

iff.

among those who take the
Mr*. Bertha Mills of Vlnalhaven has
it will be the largest
Initiation
been visiting at Mr. and Mra. Frank
number* ever carried out
Smith's.
by
rraternal
organization
and
Mrs. E. O. Stanley. Bessie Noyes
in the
le<*
Gladys Whitmore, with a party, have I States.
been camping at the Lawler cottage.
Present Indications point
to a hi.
Norwood Cove, the past week.
New
Clarence Noyes is in
Britain, ger agricultural show even than ha."
I Conn.,
been planned, and It
where he has omployment.
will
include
"Lilac."
Oct. 11
such a display of the
agricultural
products of New England as wT
llnnro< k Falls.
never made before.
All the state, T„
Miss Hope McKinney spent the week* j
this group will show their
end with
her
Mrs.
Everett
sister.
“5
farm products, while the
Googins.
getn>ral
j Miss Edwards was a week-end rangement of the whole will
be
mads
guest of Myra Moon.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Ober of Bangor ! most effective in grouping
There
are to be no prizes and no
visited Mrs. William Grant Sunday.
admission
Mrs. Alonso Wilbur visited in Bangor
an
j charge—simply
exhibit,
all
Sunday.
free to everybody
for
The farmer* are
harvesting their wholly
at
10
and
I
rotten
ones.
days,
opening
o’clock Wednespotatoes,
finding many
Mr. and Mr*. Georg* Martin have reday morning. Nov. 10. and closing
turned from l^ewlston.
at 10 o'clock Saturday evening Nov
Oct. 12.
M.
11.
-OThe supreme purpose of the exNATIONAL GflAXGK.
hibition Is to boom
New
England
Finns Coining Well for Rig Session agriculture, and to emphasize the
Important part the grange occupies
j
in Boston.
As plans for
the
big national in Its development.
-0-;grange session in Boston,
Surry.
10-19 assume definite shape, it Is'
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
clear that the two outstanding feat] Where**. The Divine Master h.is reures will be the conferring of the I
our
seventh degree, and the splendid ex- ! moved from our order
beloved
hibit of New England agricultural j brother. Otis H. Carter, ther-r.ire I it
That
In
the
rt*
Resolved.
oh
of B**o.
products that is to occupy the entire j
exhibition hall of Mechanics build- ; Carter, Arbutus grange has tost a
ing. and be open entirely free to I faithful member, one who always had
everybody for four days. It is esti- ; the Interests of the order at h. art.
That
w*
Resolved,
reverse
our
mated that 20.000 grangers will be
badges and drape our chans r for a
In Boston.
of
be
It
thirty days,
further
The seventh degree will be con- | period
Resolved, That we send a opy of
ferred at 2 o'clock in the afternoon j
to
resolutions
these
Sister
Carter,
and at 7 o'clock in the evening on ;
j Friday. Nov. 12. with a total of 10,- one to The Ellsworth Amen,-.,a 1 or
also spread a copy upon
publication:
000
j
candidates In the
two
classes
confidently expected. In addition to ! our records.
the great New England crowd for
Subscribe for The American

S PILLS

BrugUl. Aik fo* C lfl-< lO ^TFITS
DIAMOND IlK AND PILL*. * » »{~
years kouvaM Best. Safest. Always RciiaMe

woman

j

the degrae,
10«0
candidates are
I
\ promised from Mew York L
Pullman ear loads are
coming tf™1
«
Michigan and not less
I
states will probably be

King.

and
Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
children have moved into Mr*. Nellie
Bunker’s house for the winter.
Mrs. Dahiquln has moved into her
•
•
•
home here, after making several improvements on the buildings.
is
The following from
our
Helen
Mrs. Wylie Hammond and children
It
Yashtl’s
letter,
i*ery welcome, as
are spending a few weeks camping on
We wished you
with its greetings.
Seward's island.
T. E. Hammond and mother. Mrs. K.
?ould have been with us at the reHammond,
E.
recently spent a few
union.
days in Bangor, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dear M B.s
F. B. Hall.
Is a glorious
October
3.
To-day.
Harry Weeks and Miss Tinkham of
warm sunshiny day. much like the day
Bangor were week-end guests of Mr.
What a beautiful day
of the reunion.
and Mrs. E. A. Hanna.
What a cheerful company
that was'
Hill
Miss Leonlce
gave a birthday
and what a good dinner!
No. dear 8.
party to sixteen of her young friends
J. Y.. I did not know that two sisters October i».
seats
at the
table,
gave me their
Mrs. Sarah Coughlin of Big Rapids, 1
(Bless their hearts!) hut that accounts
Mich., and Mrs. Fred Fatten of Ellsfor the strong inclination I had that
worth, visited their brother. Elwood
day to eat twice as much as 1 ought.
Hammond, one day last week.
For five weeks I have been with my
Misses Elva and Evelyn Leighton are
sister, in this lovely
Maine
village, visiting in Harrington.
(my birthplace.) where t^e sparkling
Mrs. Leona Hanna visited her sister.
waters
of
the
Carrahassett
mingle Mrs Wylie Hammond.
on
Seward’s
with the
mighty Kennebec, On the island a few days last week.
surrounding hills the crimson of the
Mrs. W. M. Tettee and daughter Beta
maples, the gold of the elms and oaks, went to Bangor to spend the week-end
the slim white birches and the everwho Is employed
with
Mr.
Tettee,
green trees unite in forming “a picture there
no artist could paint.”
Is
Miss Villa Oroutt
visiting * her
I
Next week
turn
my
footsteps aunt.
Mrs.
Judson
Gordon, in East
Massarhusettsward.
Kindest
regards Franklin.
to all M. B.s. from
“Helen.”
is
Johnson
Henry
visiting 'his
•
•
•
brother Justin at Hinckley.
Dear Sisters:
Oct. 11.
Thebe.”
I think we are using Aunt Madge
-omean.
We ought not to be “slackers."
Frnnklin.
North
now we have the privilege of voting.
Donald
If any reader has the poem “Lasca” I
Higgins of Brewer was a
week-end guest of Miss Vida Cousins.
would be very grateful If she would
Merle Cousins is spending a week in
send a copy to box 55 Sargentville.
It
is the story of a girl killed in a cattle Bangor.
Dr. Ed. Hooper and wife of Winslow
stampede, “In Texas down by the Rio
have been visiting his mother. Mr*.
Grande.”
We have it as a recitation
Annie Hooper.
on a phonograph
record, and I can’t
They came t*y auto
with Arthur Tracey of Watervilie.
understand it all. and would very much
like to have the words.
Mrs. Everett Tracey and Mrs. Sadia
I hoped to get to the reunion this Jellison have returned from a visit of
I thought of a few days in Watervilie.
year, but was unable to.
They made
the trip up with Arthur Tracey in his
you many times that day.
I have a few
flowers
left
in
my auto, returning by train.
Mrs. Stella Butler, who has had a
long illness, expresses thanks to her
many friends of Franklin and Eastbrook for 1151.75 which has been given
her.
She is very grateful, not only
TitF DI AMOND BR AND.
W ■»—.
A
for the money, but for the manifestation of friendship.
Oct. 11.
T.
heir ages were known they would not
*etaln their positions so long.

•

Tell

at any time this summer.
I send greeting* to B. K.
N, L. H.
Narcissus. Zflla and Edwlna. and hope
they trill all report to the column very
soon.
’Vashti.’*

j

«

not

garden. I picked some lovely panels*
to-day. dark purple and very large.
My nasturtium# are prettier now than

surprising that women j
object to giving their ages
have
attained
to
rhen they
equal
ights with the men.. They ahould be
riliing to pay th© penalty—If it be a
penalty to tell one's age. There is one I
ray out of It; those who do not want
Anil vllle.
o exercise the
rights of franchise
Roy Stanley and family and Alton
•nough for that, need not register, Bunker and family have moved to Banilowever. I saw the statement made ! gor. where they have employment.
Mr*. Fred Johnson and baby are vishat women In business
offices
and j
iting in Bock land.
’actoiie* had reason to fear that If
It is
ihould

The above Includes
some
extracti
from an article on the poet, which wen

Every pound of William
sifted through this silk,

;

rn—viatica, lumbago, sore muscles,
stiff joints, neuralgia, the
i
:
u ,-nd aches resulting from expos|

j

ABSOLUTELY FREE

111 to tone and strengthen
and
the organs of digestion
elimination,
improve appetite,
stop sick headaches, relieve biliousness, correct constipation.
They act promptly, pleasantly,

USE SLOAN’S TO
WARD OFF PAIN

?nerr-

affect the head— Caacara ia bet*. To...

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

j

«

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas,
The Divine
Master
has
again entered Castine grange, and
taken to Himself our beloved sister,
Dora Leach, he it,
Resolved. That we hold In remembrance her faithful and ready help-

After

this sifting, the flour simply
must be
clean—it must be fine—It
■must be pure.

fulness

you use

Characteristic

William Tell.

Try it—once, anyway—and

see.

Just tell your grocer

—William Tell.

*

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

which was also efficient and
Her long Christian life
of
those
grains
which are also a part of our ritualistic
work, namely, faith, hope and
charity.
Most sincerely our
sympathy extends
to her companion of so
many years,
who is especially alone at this
time:
and yet, “They who believe are never
alone.”
Resolved. That a copy of these
resolutions he sent to the bereaved
husband and spread upon our records,
also sent to The Ellsworth American
for publication: and be it further
Resolved.
That
our
charter
be
draped for thirty days.
-o-Birch Ifnrbor.
Jesse Fitzgerald is
making repairs
on his house.
Mrs. C. A. Crane of Larooine Is visiting here.
Mrs
Fred Crane,
with
daughter
Pauline. Is visiting her old home In

intellectual.

Rich, wholesome, white bread, with
a delicious "come
back
for more”
flavor, and a loaf that cuts to a fine,
clear slice—that’s your reward when

&

WHITNEY

....

\r
SUPERBA is chuck full of that

delightful aroma, rich body and
exquisite flavor that makes a
cup of good coffee more to be

desired than riches—at breakfast.
For similar enjoyment
k

SUPERBA TEAS AT EVENTIDE
f

Your dealer

can

aupply^^

•

MILLIKEN. TOMLINSON CO..
IMPORTERS

ROASTERS

PACKERS

Portland, Mala*.»

Franklin.

Florence Hancock came home from
Castine for the week-end.
Dr. W. L. Haskell and wife of Lewiston were here recently.
Oct. 11.
C.

SjSff

Dt/PERBA ON THE LAtsc>for vour table

|E:Superb

STATE 'W MAIMS,
Interested In either of
all paraona
hereinafter named:
the ^states
probate court held at Ellaworth
of Hancock, on
a for the county
day of October In the
ft, twelfth
one
thoueand nine
**V
1-ord
,,ur
J'rar
, ftnd tw'enty .and by adjournfifth
the
day o( said
from

»»"‘h,r
O'1®;

A.

1920

D.

term

of

said

matters havfollowing
been presented for the action thereIt la hereby
here nkftar Indicated.

count

nied

®f
for

Charles K.
settlement.

not^rr1J,-Jrtrnh'‘n’’
n.f;?b''rt.r,!ndl',,on
amount of the

i*l

upon

nunBREP. That notice tne-eof be
persona Interested, by
n
to all
‘nu a opy Of this order to bein pubThe
weeks
Sthid ThreeAmericansuccessively
a
pubriisworth
newspaper
said county.
In
E;,'. „. Ellsworth at
a probate court
i>' appear
.Iv-thfth"
I,.',,; at Ellaworth on the third
Of November A. D. 1920. at ten of
k in the forenoon, and be heard

8S

Inheritance

a&nvf.,-h.^«r„ri.enob.e„t.

probaJe.
Ington.

tax*on

the

d-term,-d

Ansa
an!

the

Judg«dSf

with
the
that the amount of
0,1 the estate of
said del,y thR JhtlBe Of

[lie

t<‘rmlnr'^

Matilda W.

ceas.,1

Stanton, larte of WashDistrict
of
Columbia
de!
Petition died by Sophy c

±*£h §
■£\z^uZvrt^rD
jJdge

-..euior therein
alias
Julius F.
d<'Urmil'"d
the
Frank Perkins,
Verkins Kite of Caattne. in said county. !
that
Lucius
M
Petition
,a‘e of Ooulds,swl.
anld
suitable
other
oounty. deceased.
person j
r some
Petlp.rkn «
of the es1!- Blalsdell,
adminappointed administrator
«st rat or. for license
to sell certain real
.aid deceased, without giving:
am
nted hv Lucius M. Perkins
f'tuated In said
m°re fully d-s, rlhed
w
Perkins, next of kin of
and Murv
j in
•nid th >-■ used.
Itufiis O. Parker, late of
Castlne, In
Vr. k AV. Bowden, late of Castlne. In sal-t
county, deceased.
fa ..nunty deceased. Petition thnt
Petition
died
Wldow for «n allowBowden or some other sultaMare u
f ,ht‘ P<'r,onal '“tate of
said
person be appointed administrator,
"I ... state of said deceased, without i
l.ewis A. Roberta, late
of
.1. presented by Bernard F
Boston
Massachusetts.
deceased.
son and heir-at-law of said
Petition
Bow,I*d by "
Paine Kverts of said
n* for ,be aPP°lntment of
B. Clement, late of Penoh“■
trustee under the
Petl|„ said county, deceased.
last
will and testament of
said door
some
ilon't It !" lma R. Clement
named In said
ad.... «• liable person be appointed
"111 being now deceased.
of
said
deestate
or
of the
MalUtia
Wilkins
Stanton, late of
without giving bond. presented
daughter of Washington. District of Columbia, deIt. Clement,
by pelina
w illiam K.
•aid deceased.
of
said
tyutnter
Washington, praying
of
Mount
Wood. late
E.
for the appointment of said
I
petitioner
HeIn said county, deceased.
as
trustee under the last will and
t U. B. Wood or some other
testament of said deceased.
tltioi t
The
trushe
admlnrson
appointed
tees
named in said will having re•viita
*
v
state of aal<* deceased, signed.
the
i-..
heir
of
said
B.
G.
Wood,
! by
pros*
Abbie I. Devereux. late of
Bueksport
in said county, deceased.
A certain InWesrott, late of Caattne. In
strument purporting to be the last will
Petition that
deceased.
i,fity
and testament of said
M.
and
deceased,
toWeacott
M
Percy
Herman
gether w ith petition for probate thereor some other suitable person
\\\«
of and for the
appointment of the ext,. at»f dnted administrator of the esecutrix without giving sureties on
her
tat» of stld deceased, without giving
bond, presented by Mabel a. Nevens
Austin
Freeman
bond presented by
executrix therein named.
lh*L
of
said
heir-at-law
and
son
Wesrott
red H. Hewey. ri minor of
Bucksdeceased,
in said county.
Petition filed by
Harold P. Hanna, late of Sullivan. P/*.t.
\ csta M.
Hewey. guardian, for license
and
deceased.
First
In said county
to sell certain real estate of
said mlount of Eugene C Sargent, adflnsi
nor.
situated in said Bueksport and
minlstrat -r. filed for settlement.
more fully described In said
petition.
Sarah W Tracy, late of Oouldsboro.
Augusta W Card, late of Hllsvvorlh.
deceased.
First
accinty.
in ui
in said county, deceased.
Petition that
F Bruce, administrator,
f W
count
r.siher U
Uormell or some other suitfiled for settlement.
aide person lie
appointed
administralate
of
GouldsStevens,
William H
t"r
OI
the .state of said deceased,
Final
“aid county, deceased.
boro.
without giving bond, presented by KsWilliam
F.
admin"f
Bruce,
account
ther W. Worm ell. sister of said
deistrator. filed for settlement.
ceased.
Lord, late of Ellsworth. 1 n
John v
Kara A. Over, late of Got: Ids boro, in
Final account
said county, deceased.
saul county, deceased.
First and final
of Fulton J Redman, executor, filed for
account of Leonard S. Itay. adminissettlement
trator. filed for settlemnt.
Kuth M. Lowell, late of Hucksport, In
Gh.rn K. .Somes, late of Mount Desert,
First and final
Bald county, deceased.
in said county, deceased.
First and
Homer,
executor,
fip.punt of Hoy li.
final
account, of Blanche Somes Colfiled f«.r Hvttlement.
well. administratrix, filed for settlebrad ley W
Littlefield, late of Pement.
in
said
deceased.
nobscot.
county,
Alice R Stanley, late of Bar Harbor,
First and final account of Frank E
m
said county, deceased.
A
certain
Dunbar .Administrator, filed for settleinstrument purporting to be the last
ment. j*k-*o private account of Frank
will and testament of said deceased
E PurfTar died.
together
with
petition
for
probate
Catln rine H.
late
of
Lefllngwell.
ereof and fpr the appointment of the
Eden, in said county, deceased
Secexecutor
without giving sureties on
ond
of
ac.-ount
Alsop
Lifting well. bis bond, presented
by Charles F.
and
Douglas Lefftngwell
Christophea Paine, the executor therein
named.
Lefflngweil. trustees, filed for settleAlbert F. Richardson, late of Castme.
ment.
in said county, deceased.
A
certain
late
of
Boston.
Mary E
Leeds,
instrument purporting to be the last
>!•>dJM-i-a ««♦■«!
a.First

of-pribatt

boJro A|'a, r.1 ,?ammond'
f..™', ",
fl??„.fld.y,"
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"VttSP.l
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at Detroit Shows the Unwisdom
of
That
Particular
Form of Playfulness.

«"
wlth th* will
of ,h* toherl-

proba1ebe det«rm*n»StbV*

SJ

A
certain
deceased.
county,
to be the last
runoot purporting
said
of
deceased.
d testament
for
probate
petition
her with
by Cyrus M. Leach,
thrr*of presented named.

Happening

OMoSCVb.iVrr’
Petttlon
King, administrator
,RX

TON’T TICKLE THE CELLIST

Bowler, late or Bar

tdhn»ini;lralor

b?,!U!
'“'■'''I.

trustee
trustee,

nilnor °( Pe-

o'rz^u':'

8

.1,1

Cobb
a

,?.,*d

Tv^.rt
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will and testament of said deceased,
together
with
petition for probate
thereof and for the appointment of the
executors without giving bond, presented by Mary Cleaves Richardson,
one of the executors
t.herein named.
Nancy F. Gray, late of Bluehlll. in
said county, deceased.
First and final
account of James M. Gray, administrator.' filed for settlement.
Fred B. Grant, late of
Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed
by Ar&lena R. Moore, administratrix,
for license to sell certain real estate
ot
said
deceased, situated in said
I suck sport, and more
fully described in
said petition.
Almira T. Dix, late of Tremont. in
said
county, deceased.
Petition filed
by Frederick C. Holden, administrator
*«. b. n. c. t. a. of the
estate of said deceased. that the amount of the inheritance tax on the estate of said deceased be determined by the
Judge of
Probate.
Almira T. Dix, late of Tremont. In
said county, deceased.
First and final
account
of Frederick C. Holden, administrator. d. b. n. c. t. a., filed for
settlement.
Witness. Bertrand E. Clark. Judtre of
said court at Ellsworth
this
twelfth,
of
'lay
October in
the
vear
of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred
and twenty.
ROBERT P. KING.
A

^^Susan'''
■

Register

true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.

________Register.

•’

■

One should never tickle a cello player In the ribs, especially If he
is a famous one such as Phillip Abbas of the
Detroit Symphony orchestra, remarks
the Detroit News In a recent Issue.
Graham Harris, second violinist, did,
and it almost cost him a lot of trouble, to say nothing of a new violin
bow.
The story came out when Harris
filed a suit for $100 In Justice court
ngnlnst Abbas. It was a story of temperament and temper and the trouble
arose at rehearsal.
Ossip Gabrilowitsch, director, was away for a few
minutes, and the temperamental ones
Indulged In n few moments of playboy, not music. Harris reached his
violin bow over and tickled Abbas in
the ribs. Abbas does not care to be
tickled In his ribs and he swung a
wicked cello bow to demonstrate that
be did nol care for tickling.
There
was a snap and the second violinist’s
best bow was a mess and a wreckage.
"Ah. ha,” shouted Harris.
“You
have broken my bow.
You shall pay.”
“Shan’t," shouted Abbas.
“Your
own fault.
You had no business In
my ribs.”
They glared and then the
director appenred and the fight was
dropped. It was taken up again via
a Justice court suit. It is believed that
^the suit never will be heard. The orchestra manager heard about It first.
He got the men together, scolded,
fumed, argued, coaxed and at last
won.
They shook hands. The damAnd harmony of
age was settled.
both sorts reigned.

STATE OF MAINE.

HANCOCK ss.
At
a
probate court held at Ellsworth. In and for said County of Hancock. on
the
fifth
day of October,

the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty.
A certain Instrument
purporting to
be a copy of the last will and testament of Lucia M. Peabody late of Belwont. in the county of Middlesex, and
commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased. and of the probate thereof in
said commonwealth of Massachusetts
duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate for our
said County of Hancock for the
purpose of being allowed,
filed
and
recorded In the probate court of our said
County of Hancock.
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given to all persons interested therein,
by publishing a copy of this order three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth. in said County of Hancock, prior
to
the*
third
of
day
November.
A. D. 1920. that they may appear at a
probate court then to be held at Ellsworth. in and tor said County of Hancock. at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
ami show* cause. If any they have,
against the same.
in

BERTRAND E.

CLARK.
Judge of Probate

A

true

copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P.

KING,
Register.

RETURNING TO SAVAGE OAYS?
Feathers, Furs and Jewels, Now So
Popular. Are Reminiscent of Our
Early Ancestors.
Glimpses of present fashions and
views of some shop windows lead to
the impression that the world is. after
all as some commentators say, reverting to the savage, remarks the New
York Evening Sun.
Women are wearing more and more
feathers in their hair and more and
more large and ornate jewelry upon
their hands and In their ears. Men are
showing n decided inclination to ornament themselves to the limit of their
purses In these days of the high cost of
clothes, and altogether anthropologists
tell us It is not such a very far cry
from the adornments of present-day
civilization to that of the Nearanthaler
man or the Garden of Eden itself.
The fashions of Inst winter showed a
predilection toward furs such as the
world has never seen since the days
when they were worn raw. Both men
and women wore them.
In milder climates women seem to
he wearing less and less. The stage Is
noteworthy In respect to the unclothed
feminine back and certain sections of
society seem to follow the stage. Fashion’s return to Eve seems in certain
cases to be a mere matter of weeks, ns
we progress In these swiftly changing

Must Xot Shoot Those Birds.
The Maine department of inland
fisheries and game is calling the attention of sportsmen to the fact that
loons, blue herons and bitterns are
protected at all times by the United
States law, although the Maine law
permits these birds to be killed at
any time.
Hunters should
therefore, carefully refrain from shooting
any ot the above named birds, particularly as the penalty for violating
the federal game law Is very severe.
The migratory birds protected at
all times by the federal law
are:
Hand-tailed pigeon;
little
brown,
sand-hill
and
whooping
cranes;
wood ducks, eider
ducks, swans;
curlews, Willett, upland plover, and
ail shore birds, (except the blackbellied and golden plovers. Wilson
snipe, or jack snipe, woodcock, and
the greater and lesser yellowlegs);
cuckoos; flickers and other woodpeckers; nighthawks or
hull-hats
and whip-poor-wills;
swifts; hum-

ming-birds;

flycatchers;

^Safest Tonic
that which
depends upon alcoholic but upon tonicis

not

nutrient virtues.

scorn
EMULSION
is the purest kind of

bobolinks;

meadowlarks
and
orioles;
grosbeaks: tanagers; martins and other
swallows;
waxwings;
shrikes;
vireos
warblers; pipits; catbirds
and brown thrashers; wrens; brown
creepers;
nuthatches;
chickadees
and titmice; kinglets and gnatcatchers; robins and other thrushes; and
all other perching birds which feed
entirely or chiefly on insects; and
also auks, auklets, bitterns, fulmars.
gannet» grebes,
gulllomets gulls,
herons, jaegars, loons, murres, petrels, puffins, shearwaters and terns.
Another provision of the federal
law with which many hunters do not
seem to be conversant is the section
requiring game birds, while being
transported, to bear a tag giving the
name and address of shipper and accurate statement of the number and
kind of bird being shipped.
-o-

Rer*ore Fs-'-a Ink
When the Ink nf etfl document* has
faded and It is desired in restore
this can lie done by washing with
any
of the substances that blacken on
mixing with iron—Infusion of nutgnlls,
sodium-sulphide, or acetic ferro-ryanide of potassium, for instance.
To

-oItch!
Itch!
Itch!
Scratch! Scratch!
Scratch!
The more you scratch, the
worse the itch.
Try Doan’s Ointment.
For eczema, any skin itching.
60c a

and helps

nutriment

fthe

system

keep'

up with the wear
and tear upon

strength.

Scott

A

Bo wne. Bloom field. N.J.

20-^2

EAT ALLYOU WANT!
A 63b

No More Gas on the Stomach or Sour
Stomach! No More Heavy Feeling
After Meals or Constipation!
If you have sour stomach, constior gas on the stomach ONE
SPOONFUL, simple buckthorn bark,
glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka,
will bring you INSTANT relief.
Adler-i-ka draws all the old foul
matter from the system leaving the
and
fresh
stomach
and
bowels
CLEAN, ready to digest anything.
.Guards against appendicitis.

pation

ALEXANDER’S

box.—Advt.

PHARMACY

ELLSWORTH, ME.

....

J

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
Price, including

paper and special
500 sheets pound size,

printing:
$3

...

“

1000

Rest quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof
vegetable parchmerit paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink tot
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none

better.

times.

Airy room a cozy comer-

in a few minutes

isn’t necessary to "rush” the heater
ahalfhour just to make the one room
you want to use comfortable. Drafts
will seep in through window sashes and
door jambs. But you needn’t heat up
the whole house just to keep your
favorite corner safe and cozy.

IT

A Perfection Oil Heater between *'ou
and the window or door will make di 'ts
warm

and healthful.

Thousands

of families find “Perfection”
heating most economical

It is

an

used

time.

expensive luxury to keep seldomand hallways heated all the
Keep the house warm all over

rooms

vith your furnace or steam heater, and
hen bring the room you’re going to use
ip to 70° or 72° with a Perfection Oil
d eater.

rhe Perfection is so convenient that it
las a gfcore of practical uses—drying
( ■lothes on rainy days; heating water for
1 having; getting up in the morning; in
1 he sewing room.

■’regressive hardware, housefumishing
md department stores sell Perfection
, )il Heaters—blue or black
finish, with
< ir without nickeled trimmings.
Bums
: ibout 10 hours on a gallon of kerosene.
x?t your dealer show you

?or best results

use

one.

Socony Kerosene.

PERFECTION Oil Heaters

Gassing Forest Fire Impractical.
The officials of the United States
department of agriculture have been
In receipt of so many suggestions relative to extinguishing forest tires with
the use of gas bombs dropped from airplanes‘that It has been found necessary to Issue a statement for the purpose of explaining that the scheme is
no* feasible.
For the purpose of overcoming a detachment of men, a mixture of one part of virulent poison to
1,000.000 of air would he entirely sufficient to accomplish the purpose, hut
one of 750 parts to the thousand would
not he powerful enough to quench a
Another thing to be
conflagration.
taken into consideration Is the difficulty of dropping the hotnhs with the necessary precision. The art of striking
a, target with any degree of accuracy
has not been developed at this time
and there is no prospect that it will
he sufficiently perfected to the point of
becoming available for the purpose of
fighting tires.

England Least American.
Ta lk of Americanizing New England
rings oddly on American ears. If the
New

cradle
izing.
\W
heart
states

of our country needs Americanwhere are we?
think of Massachusetts as the
of New England.
Among the
it is “next to the oldest.” But
a
c Hint
of her present generation’s
parentage shows Massachusetts to he
almost the least American of the 48
states, the World Outlook states.
T!ie 1910 census discovered that only
32 per cent of Massachusetts folks
were
native born of native parents.
More than GS per cent were either for
elgp horn or were born here of foreign
patents. Later figures would he even
more astounding.
The years that Intervene between 1910 and the outbreak
of the war saw the greatest Influx of
has ever
immigrants the country
known.
New

*.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Aerial

Regulation.

The small Australian who flies a
toy balloon or runs with his Japanese
kite against the wind may offend
against the majesty of the war pre
cautions act. A new war regulation issued in February. 1920. gives, power to
the naval or^mllltary authorities in the
commonwealth to declare any area a
prohibited area for the flying of halloo*
during any specified period
“Balloon” Is defined as anything up to
The reason for this all-in
an airship.
elusive reguh.’ en wa« primarily th«
flight from Sydney to Melbourne of Sit
Boss Smith tluOUnuan who crossed
the world froiA London to Darwin.

00

5.00

Keep Things
Always New and Youthful
Let the Bay Stater brush off the
mark*
of time and keep your house

perpetually

young. Upstairs, downstairs and whereever there is a
painting job there is a

Bay State Liquid Paint
to do

it. Because it goes
further, lasts
longer and looks better, Bay State is
really the cheapest paint made. For
regular bull dog protection against winter winds and summer
sun, you can’t
beat Bay State Paints.

The Bay Siatef

%

iNOROUT.the All-Round Varnish
Here is

varnish that fills every varnish need
out
It stands the test of
time,
hard wear,
exposure, boiling hot or icy cold
water and gives a finish
that shiningly shows
INOROUT superiority.
Try it.
indoors

e

or

WADSWORTH,

HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

BOSTON. MASS.
Largest Pami
You

can

and

buy loorout

Varnish Makers in New

England

Varnish and Bay State Paint tnm

A. C. Kernnld,
Mt. Desert
T. J. Hinckley,
Bluehill
Daniel McKay,
Surry
Alfred Joyce,
Brookl'in
J. \\ Paris,
Sedgwick
Smith Bros.,
Sedgwick
K. M. Buckminster, Sedgwick
F. H. Harding,
Sargentville

Davis Bar Harbor Blackboard
C. F. Fuller,
Ellsworth
^°m
Bar Harbor
L. W. Tabbutt & Son, Bar Har
E. A. Lawler, Southwest Har
G. E. Turner, Northeast Hur
W. Lunt,
West Tremont
H. P. Richardson,

McKinley

*

£hc (fllswortl) American

A
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EDIT
No le-s an authority than Herbert
Hoover is credited with the statement that the high cost of living has
in an adstruck the down grade,
dress at Topeka. Kan., recently, he
said:
"If this price readjustment

by

In

Mexico Is

an
a

a cent

|

It‘!.°

lntereated.r*by caualliV1
p*

fcf
„'l,,?
bfi.b.*d

I92(b

h?^,;n*
.r„e'^pRyERT

Have you the beverage habit? inthe Maine
department of
health.
If so. stop and do a little

palatable

rule but so is pure, cool water.
Sweetened drinks create rather than
quench thirst and their chief value
Kes in the fact that they contain at
least 90 per cent water.
They have
as a

'°t

slight food value as the milk, sugar
and flavoring they contain are in
quantities so small as to be of little
arlue.
Beverages are not essential
to life and water is.
People would
be better off if they would stick to a

'"eo

Mulburgh' “cSmmonHean,. la'|
..

,,

liberal use of water of which their
bodies
are
largely composed and
which
is an important
in
agency

maintaining health.
Justice Scott Wilson, who Is preat the present term of court in

■ding

Ellsworth, has administered a severe
hiow to those women who are sensitive about their ages, and who would
like to vote, but will not register if

required to tell their
Judge Wilson has just

o“
a„ihIUl,“o,!
3?
..?fy Oct®
matter?',
th‘ a™ lo„b‘»in*

r.H?m7,Sia?dOn?;unn,,y,U*d.e0'.,R->{'1-

quires

are

flan

f'o7'V„SimCe°nn,*ry -"••"'••rhS?'

not based on a plan providing easy
stages in its descent, it will go down
with a
crash
and
result in
the
destruction of countless industries.
America needs a national program to
•sontrol this downward readjustment
and to protect our industries from
rain."

age.

named*
held?,
i,

deceased6*?!**’

is

they

state OK
Maine
To all persona
Interest,.,]
the estates hereinafter
tb*r of
At a Probate Court
an<* ^°r I*1®
County
**Ofth
Of
ih
the
nineteenth
»ncoek.
In the year of our day
Laird
..October
nine hundred and
twenty
Journment
by ‘tifrom
day to
the
twelfth day
of
from
'■cr
A
l).
1920
court.
The followln* torm
“Id
been presented for

Estate

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20. 1920

are

circle
will
meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
F H. Lowell.
Waldo L. Higgins and wife of
East Holden are visiting here.
Eben M. Whitcomb is home from
Washington. D. C.. for a visit with
his parents, Charles M. Whitcomb
and wife
He has as his guest for
this
week.
James
of
Caldwell,

|
j

Maine.

Beverages

PALLS.

sewing

j

—

addressed to. and checks and money
Hancock
made
to
orders
payable
Co.,
Ellsworth,
Publishing
County

thinking.

ELLSWORTH
The ladies'

Experiment

.6c
should

Leaders Convinced
Results of National Canvass of Editors.

4,466

Y%rse months .50c

Business communications

Sudden PoaaeMion of Immenn Riche*
Too Much for Mental Stability
of Mexican Indian.

Confined In

Party

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
fis# year .$2.00
Ms mot.:' s .$1.00
Mbs'? Copies

OUT OF POLITICS

HIS VAST WEALTH A CURSE

asylum for the Insane
millionaire who never
of
enjoyed
his fortune, though
Canvass of 5,154 Editors Shows
for a time he had it In his possession
hereinafter Indicated.
In
cash.
The amazing story of this
Communities Against
Washington.
man to whom wealth proved a curse,
to *><
l'?r"ons
Kenneth
Gibbs
of
(
Livermore of
this order to l»
Socialistic
«»
h,
VINDICATES FORMER POLL Is told by G. F. Weeks In the Wide Falls, a student at the U. of M. at weeks successively In The
,br'»
World Magazine.
Orono. spent Sunday here.
Amerlci n. a
l."»°m(
n,>»spapPr
Miss Dorothy Cook of
«
Hancock Ellsworth. In said count?
I Juvenclo Robles, a full-blooded
may
appear at a probate
'hey
was
OPPOSITION GROWING Overwhelming Veto Like That of Year ! Mexican Indian, was bom In a
the guest of
Miss
Marjorie held at Ellsworth
to b,
C0Vrt
palm
on
,h.
Before From Both Side* ef
Jelllson Friday and Saturday.
of November A D.
leaf hut In the little town of Panuco,
V,®'h da)
Political Fence.
Mrs. Charles Brooks and daugh- Clock In the forenoon, and hi I',hf
inland from Tampico.
*
From
earliest
Per
»“<• cause
h«M
Cent
In
1920
at
ters. Ellen and Celia, of Portland
Eighty-seven
"
fllinm
C.
childhood he- was forced to work, his visited Mrs. Brooks'
ja»e
daughter. Mrs. ticot. In hhid farnham.
Per»ob.
Washington.—Inner circles of both wages
Agalnat 83 Pe- Cent In 1919
county
tlon that .Arthur C.
amounting to less than 80 cents Walter Grindle, last week.
Com2?*ti p*«political parties here are greatly tn- j a week. When arrived
Think Public Is Opposed
The long lumber mill of Whit- other suitable person !>«■ nn»-»rvPr. So,Qe
at manhood he
f:'.' m the
inlniatrator
of the
*<*results of a national |
married and from then on turned his comb, Haynes A Whitney has been cvHMOil. presented
to Radicalism.
by KrtS1 t
poll on the question oj government I
earnings over to his wife as banker. abut down on account of broken daughter and heir-at-law
aw
of i
Tden
*»»<! <it.
ceased.
I ope-ailon among over 5,000 newspa- 1 For several years he led a colorless pnlleys.
James 8. Condon,
lat.* of
r.
The American public is more In- I per editors throughout she country.
vllle. In said county.
existence, scrimping along day hy day
With 86 per cent of these editors, reaccount of Everett U Gray ,Vi F ,r al
and saving little. Then one day some
tensely opposed to Government operaCatarrh
Cannot He Cured
trator
filed for settlement*
gardless of political faith, giving It as friends
tion than It was a year ago, according
Annle Turner, late of
Inveigled him Into a card game. with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
Orland
their Impartial opinion that the public
*aM
county, deceased.
First
«,
to the newspaper editors of the counFortune was with him and he won
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Is more than ever opposed to the govCatarrh Is a toeal disease, greatly InOut of 5,154 editors replying to
what was a great sum to them, $18.
try.
fluenced
ernment going Into business In comby constitutional conditions,
a questionnaire sent out by the Press
This he Invested In a small butcher and In order to cure it you roust take
petition with its citizens, observers
Hall's
Catarrh
Service Company of New York, 4.488,
The market thrived and a few anlnt-rnal remedy.
tltlon filed
by Everett
1. c;rav
here see little chance that either po- shop.
Medicine Is tsken Internally and acts
j"
ai'inlnlstralor. that an order f...
Or 86 per cent, gave It as their Judgyears later he was able to buy some
through the blood on the mucous sur- dlstrlbuie stnor* tV
lit!cal party will find It a profitable
to
!
h, r
a '?"1
ment that the people of their commufaces of the system.
land on which to fatten cattle. When
Hall's Catarrh
aald deceased. tTie aiAoun, !I J1\’r ®f
campaign Issue.
nities
were
oil was discovered at Tampico his Medicine was prescribed by one of the In the hands of said adminmr 1* 11 "*
overwhelmingly against
best
In the opinion of party leaders this
physicians in this country for the settlement of hi, in",
,r“‘"r, ®*
the Government competing In business
ranch was In the heart of the field.
It It composed of some of the
years.
Witness Bertrand E. Clark [ m.'.
sort of s canvass among newspaper
best tonics known, combined with some I said eourt
;
with Its own citizens.
He wn« offered i.nnoonn
at
and
Ellsworth
this dtr
of the best blood purifiers.
editors Is the best possible Index of
The perfect
teenth day of October In
In 1919 the Press Service Company ;
the
yearly royalties for the oil rights on combination of the Ingredients In Hall's |
,h0',”’ri‘1
public
recall
similar
a
opinion.
»*"•
They
hundred
conducted e similar canvass of editors j
Catarrh Medicine is what produces such
IZ
his land.
This he accepted, but de
1 questionnaire sent out a year ago In
wonderful results In
catarrhal
condiP K,*°on the government operation of railmRnd. d payment In gold.
*•«'««.
A
tions.
Send for testimonials, free.
connection with the proposition that
!
roads. That questionnaire showed that
The money was delivered to Um as TV 3 CHENEY * CO.. Props.. Toledo. O
Attest:
ROBERT P RING,
the government lake over the railAll Druggists. 75o.
S3 per cant of the editors considered
he r«“ou» *ted. and from then on his I
roads permanently.
Hall's
Plila
for
at
that
Family
constipation.
Replies
their
communities against Governsole Inter st In life consisted In guard•TATE
OF MAINE
time from approximately the same
ment operation of public utilities
HANCOCK *n
ing his r> pasnre.
He slept on a box
FOR SALE.
number of editors showed 83 per cent
At * probate court held
at Ellswnrtk
filled with coins and refused to eat for
Apparently, then. If editors estimate
|.
in and for Haiti County of H.,
against the principle of government
fenr Ids amlly would poison him. At FORD'TRUCK. CHEAP FOR CASH OR 'hr nineteenth day oY
public opinion accurately, that opin":k
on
easy
payment*. Apply to XV. E.
operation. They recall also that withion In a year, considered by commulast his r -inla reached such a
stage that XVhltlng. Ellsworth.
in ten days from publication of the
nities, has swung 3 per cent farther
that It w. s necessary to have him con- riOS—BIO THRIFTY ft-WEEKS-OLD
*"
*
result of the former questionnaire the
*'*
*
ofm ‘the
p
F. G. Smith. Ellsworth.
Tel.
away from socialistic experiment*
pigs. $4.
fined.
sentiment for return of the railroads
122-13.
I
ofK
cteven
minion vtrcutaiion.
to their owners had definitely crysHORSE—BAT
HORSE.
10
YEARS,
Pennsylvania. deteaaetl
and o*
The combined circulation of the paRAIL LINE CROSSES OCEAN weight
probate thereof In .aid rommo
1450, sound and kind.
$150.
a>Y
of Pennsylvania
F.
O.
Smith.
Ellsworth.
Tel
122-13.
per* whose editor* replied I* 11,428,duly nuth..t
of
!,
results
In
Comparison
depresent
been presented to th.
having
'},
81T, which mean*, according to th* tail with those of a year ago conprobate for our Haiti Countv -.'.i
Remark*M* Trip That It Taken by
XX Wi l l).
eotk for the purpoae of
usual estimated ratio between circulavinces the political student not only
Travt -ra on Their
being a ..w"
to Key
Hied and retorded In the pr„i
Way
tion and reatiera a constituency of at
that these editors have been accurate
GIRL OR
WOMAN
FOR GENERAL Of our »ald
Weit, Florida.
County of Han
housework.
least 44,000,000.
And this constituenApply to Mrs. George A.
Ordered
Id their judgment, but that party conThat
notice
th,r. *
h,
Parch*r. 14 High St.. Ellsworth.
given to all person* lnteresi-1 ti
cy is pretty evenly scattered throughsiderations played no part in form
by
Thousand* of Americans at the vapublishing a copy of tin, ,rd"r
\ KR
STAX
R
RAW
out the country, no considerable secthree
week*
From Democratic and suping it
i- ,r
In t
cation tlr e of the year take the
successively
STANK JOINTER
only
»
tion of any state being unrepresented.
nowspap-r rr:nt«i
posedly radical Texas, for example, ocean tr p which can he made on a WANTED ON SLACK STAVES IN r;orJ,,.Am"Jc*.nst Ellsworth. In said
Countv n*
The estimate of opinion based on this
the present questionnaire brought recock,
lo
prior
the
Massachusetts
mill.
ninth dav '„f \
Experirailroad iniln. writes "Niksnh" In the small
her. A. D. l»’n. that
enced men able to rare for machines.
they m.-.v
thoroughly diffused 44 per cent of the plies from editors of 244 papers, only Chicago News.
They go to Key West Piece work, highest rates, desirable lo- at a Probate Court then to I
i ,,
country's population may, therefore, three of which are Republican.
Ellsworth,
in
Yet
and for said County *f
hy way of the line which runs through cation. steady work. XX'rite C. A. Rich. Hancock at ten
o’clock in tit- fore,
be considered a fair representation of
the
percentage against government
the Atlantic ocean on an embankment Grafton Mass.
noon,
and show cause, if
any
.her
1
T
the people as s whole
have, against the same.
ojeratlon was 92, which Is exactly the
built fro- one to another of those
FEMALE HELP WANTED^
tiny
BERTRAND E. CRARK.
Another fearure of the result la Its
same
as
that given by 200 editors
Islands known as the Florida
Jlldge Of Probate
keys.
AND
evident lack of partisan biaa
The
WOMEN
GIRLS
WANTED
from
Republican Michigan, among
Attest:
ROBERT F KINO
As you ride along this remarkable
kind
of
dally year around for all
major political affiliations of the pa- whom were representatives of onlyrailroad, you look out the window and hotel w’ork; also cooks for reliable
A trtie copy.
three
pers represented are fairly evenly dihotels.
Democratic
Girls for nice private families
Other
papers.
down Into the clear shallow water anil and
housekeepers
Apply to Maine
vided, being
1.857 Republican and
NOTICE OF FORECI.OM ItR.
states that pair percentages signifisee great schools of fish
Hotel
47
Main
St..
Me.
Agency.
Bangor.
playing neur
Whereas. Cordelia O. Brawn ..." ot
1,350 Democratic. There are also 1.4S5
cantly are Massachusetts and Nevada,
the surface, and deeper down
Hancock county, Maine, hv her nor:•
you can
Independent and 462 miscellaneous. with 100; Connecticut and South CaroAGENTS WANTED.
sage deed dated April 6. l c
an
reglimpse now and then the shadowy
corded in Hancock county registry of
lina. with 97; Maine and West VirIncluding labor organs, etc.
INTO
BUS! NESS
WATKINS deeda. In
form of a small shark. On either side GET
book 552. page 76, and a!t> by
Bow little the results are affected
ginia, with 90; Kentucky and New of
137 products sell to every farmer.
If
her mortgage deed dated
you reaches away to the horizon a
p.
April
you own auto or team, can give bond,
by the politics of the papers la shown York, with 91 ; Missouri and Pennsyland recorded In said
registry in book
vast expanse of brilliant blue
write to-day for
Information
where
552,
In an analysis by sections.
water,
ICS
page
In the
with
Ohio
to
p
and Oklahoma,
conveyed
\
89;
vania,
can
for
get
you
territory
selling
dotted with Islands, which vary In size
Hagerthy of Ellsworth In sa I
w
Southern section, for Instance, where
with 87.
products of largest institution of kind »
,ot
or
of
»
Petrel
land
th
from a fraction of an acre, to
all
<;rr*“‘n thereon
The result of the present poll as to
perhaps in world- 2O,O('i),QO0 users. J R. XX'at- ! buildings
replies came from 65 Republican pasituated
.a,.| (.•
kins Co.. Dept. 110, Winona, Minn.
a quarter of a
on both sides of the road lc,Hr.
square mile. They are
free;
pers and 3S9 Democratic, the pergovernment operation in each state
soungs
corner
to
low and flat and covered with low- MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS
Beech Hill pond and
are graphically shown by the followcentage against Government operation
bounded and described as ti» t„
for the
among friends and
growtng mangroves, and other swamp genuine guaranteed neighbors
was 88;
in the Great Lake section,
at
ing chart:
Beginning
the
hosiery, full line WU:
northeast
plants. Here and there a group of for men. women and children. Elimi- corner of land herein convey. .1 thee
with conditions reversed, 478 Repub*
north
d
lai
of
by
Clara
nates
We
75c
an
E
hour
Jordan to
darning.
pay
coconuts or royal palms lifts a feathlican and 155 Democratic, th* opporoad
afor*-*a d: thence across s.iWl roj>l
spare time, or $3« a week for full time.
ery silhouette.
continuing name course by land of sa i
sition was 87 per cent.
Occasionally a little Experience unnecessary. XX'rlte Inter- Clara
E. Jordan; thence earn by land
national Stocking
Norristown.
Mills.
shack
Is
and
a
few
glimpsed,
from
the
West
sails
Middle
are
West.
Replies
or James O.
Pa.
Jordan; thenrr- south hv
seen In the distance, but for the most
land of James W. Porter to s
and Southwest show that It Is a misroai.
WANTED—V FEW GOOD sTl-E8MEN
thence across said
road, continuing
part the region Is a wilderness of blue The
take to consider those sections vastly
Maine Farmer wants a few good
same course
land of said Portrr
water, white sand and low--growfng salesmen to sell subscriptions to farm- thence west bybyland of Oreen
more favorable to radical Government
ai
MulJungle—a wilderness that you would ers In Maine. It is an ideal position lan to the place of beginning
tainexperiments than the East Tbe radfor older men—too old perhaps for the
In* thirty-five acres, and whereas the
love to explore In a small boat
icals can get little comfort out of the
hard work of the farm, but active on
hrst mortgage above named was asOf life you see little. Now and then their feet, of good character, reliable, signed by said Hagerthy to Arvi.
88 per cent of thumbs down—2 per
S
white flocks of Ibises rise from the Is- and with some knack of selling. A Jordan, the undersigned, on the 7th
cent above the average—in the Southman who owns a horse or an automoof October. 1920. and said asf.k-na
tree
duck
bile
lands;
can
west, including Arkansas, Louisiana,
make It even more profitable.
ment recorded in said registry In book
spatters clumsily
He will work on a commission basis.
554. page 370; and the second it; <rtgaae
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texaway from the train, or a great blue If
he is a hard worker, he can earn above named was assigned
by said
heron trails his legs in lonely dignity good money. The work is
1CAH8, unit BU^pUBVU
IU UB UlUOl
pleasant Hagerthy to said Arvill. s Jordan
It
is a year-round
October 7. 1920, and the
given to Government regulation exacross the sky.
For the most part and interesting
crm*-n!
Job. with a good future for the right thereof recorded in said registry In
periments, returned 92 per cent of unsilence and sunlight own the place.
man.
Write us to-day.
telling about book 554, page 371; and wl er.-.is the
favorable replies Out of the 24-1 ediyourself. Maine Farmer. Augusta. Me. condition of each of said mortgages
has been
tors replying from that state only
broken
and
util!
remains
Chinese Mall Up to Date.
broken, now. therefor**, by r- -on of
three edited Republican paper*. The
NITA1AL NOTICES.
The Chinese mail bag is now a popthe breach of the conditions
s.t i
82 per cent opposition of the Northular Institution throughout the whole
mortgages. I
hereby claim a forePAT PER NOTICE.
closure of each of said mortgages and
west, including Iowa. Minnesota. Monof the ancient empire. Established 23 HAVING CONTRACTED
WITH THE
publish this notice for that i-.r-j
tana. Nebraska. North Dakota, South
years ago, active development of the city of Ellsworth to support and cnrs
ARVILUG 8 J«» 1::1 \N.
for those who may need assistance
Dakota and Wyoming, and the 83 per
By his attorney. Lynwood F Oil*?
department only begun after the Box- during five years beginning Jan I.
October 9. 1920.
cent veto of the Far West group. In1920
_Dated
and
are legal residents of Ellser revolution.
In 1913 fl.oon miles of
worth
I forbid all persons
OF MAINE
cluding Arizona, California. Idaho,
overland routes were added to the serv. them on my account, as there Istrusting HANCOCKSTATE
8*
plenty
New
Coloof
Nevada.
room and accommodations to care
Merico, Oregon,
ice. And now a new continuous overAt a Probate Court held
K. »•
for them at the City Farm house.
worth, In and for a&id count v -f Ha:.rado, Ctah and Washington, are sigland courier route of roughly 3,375
M R CAKLI8LB.
coek. on the fifth day of <• t her. in
nificant of the prevailing conservative
miles the longest in the world, conthe year of our Lord one th«- *niui nine
CAPTION NOTICE.
sentiment on this question even in
All persons are forbidden harboring hundred and twenty
nects Kalgan by way of Mongolia with
It appearing that the first Tuesday
or trusting my wife. Bertha
the more radical sections
Carter, as of
Tthwji u, capital of the SInkiank (Chi- I will
November. A. D 1920 the ti -* for
pay no bills contracted by her
r-‘;d
Judgment Apparently Unbiased.
nese Turkestan) following In part the
holding the regular term
after this date.
Court,
wiil be election day for tie
OKAS p.
The questionnaire closes with a reCARTER.
old trade routes from China to Persia.
choice of presidential ele< t. r.« wh;.-h
South BluehUl. Oct. 9, 1920.
The townspeople of a flourishing manin accordance with section
quest for the editor’s personal opinchapter
79. R. S. of Maine, is a court ! inlay
ion on certain concrete cases as folufacturing district were so enraged reIt is hereby ordered that s
Court
NOTICE OF PORECLOII RE.
lows :
be held on Wednesday. th>
cently by the delay of mall that they j
rd day
Whereas Stephen W. Cash of Castlne of November, A. P 1920. at E -worth
“Do you personally believe that the
to
the
appealed
court, and the party in the county of Hancock and State of the
regular place for holding t*.• NoFederal Government should own and
responsible was ordered to be decapi- Maine by his mortgage deed dated the vember term of said Court
day of August. A D. 1917. and reoperate competitive Industries to protated if he offended again. Probably 27th
BERTRAND E gt.\RK
corded In the Hancock
of
registry
Judge o' 1 To hatevide:
(a) Fertilizer? (b) Clothing?
they had missed their copies of ths deeds hook 554. page :i«7. conveyed to
A true copy of the origins
me. the undersigned, a certain
Automobiles?
Farm imple(c)
(d)
parcel
Attest
ROBERT I*. KING
Family Herald!
of real estate situate jn Castlne. in the
ments?
Register.
(e) Foodstuffs?
t ounty of
Hancock, and bounded as
follows:
The southeast half of the
Substantially all the editors who
With the Children.
following
described
premises, beginPRO! i:ss|oN \l CARDS
gave estimates of their readers’ opinGer- Stratton Porter, age two ond ning at a corner of a lot of land owned
ions also expressed their own by reone-h ilf, daughter of Dr. E. A Per- by Alice M. Vogell on Green street and
ALICE H. SCOTT,
running
southeasterly
along said
plying to this last question. Proof of
ter,
Hartsville. Ind.. has difficulty '-reen street, sixty-seven <«7) feet to
Specialty made of
considerable effort to avoid personal
of land owned by Ned W. Coombs; TTPE
WRITING
ACCOUNTING AND
finding proper -ortls to express her- nJo*
thence along said Coombs’ lot one hunbias is found in the fact that In many
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
1
self. ns most children at that age do. dred
nnd
eighty-seven
<1I7>
feet
Agent Union Safe Depoelt & TruitCo.
cases
the editor differed from the
sou
to land
of
Alice
M
Pergonal
thy Sterly
pronouns are particularly
of Portland,
fo' furnUhlnsr
c
thence
northwesterly
along and Surety Bonds. Agent Oliverprotj»te
opinion he credited to his community.
Typ**
difficult.
line
7»
<8
t'pgell’s
sixty-seven
The percentage of "nos" ran:
writer.
Typewriter
(a)
feet:
supplies
thence
M*
along aaid
On- of her friends asked Gene to \
northeasterly
No.
Ellsworth
1
School
8t„
ogell * land one hundred and etghtv76; (b) 83; (c) 86; (d) 82; (e) 79.
go home with her recently.
<187» feet to pla«-e of beginning,
seyenpremises
While the questions were based on
toaiil
being subject to a right
“I want to go home with Hazel, of
4’ACTION NOTH E.A
way for the us. of the owners of
general principles Involved in the
My wife Edith, having left " V fu
mother, can me? 1 want to go down the northwest half of said lot; and and
board without cause. I torlM‘* ^n
Government participating In competiwhereas the condition of said morther
there with she.”
personn harboring or trusting
tive business, the so-called Muscle
gage has been broken, now. therefore.
my account, as I shall pay
One morning she came downstairs
r*'a8°n of the breach of the conher contracting aTter this date.
Shoals Bill now before Congress was
FRED S ALSTIV,
with her shoes on the wrong feet and dition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
used as a concrete example of a Govsaid mortgage.
South Brooksvllie, Me.. Q« t. 1*
looking at them with « pnrrl-d exJENNIE E. STEELE.
ernment operation scheme. Under this
October 14. 192b.
pression said:
bill a Government-owned corporation
Subscribe for The American
“Mother, me got;
my shoes on wrong side out."—Indianwould be given broad powers to operapolis News.
ate and develop Government plants
rXCI.AIMF.il
DF.POMT9.
■---.
of the
and properties. It would produce at
llRBcofk County Saving* Hook. ICtl« worth. Maine.
i9
Vessel Too Big for Docks.
Muscle Shoals various fertilizer prodThe
following statement contain! the name, the amount standing 10
redit. the last known place of resi dence or postofflee address,
America, it seems, with all her progucts and sell them in competition with
aj1"i
fact of death, if known, of every dej ositor in tne Hancock County -a'
ress to
shipbuilding, has no dock on
producers and merchants in the ferHank, who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or
the t lautlc ecu«t suitable for repairpart of the dividends thereon, for a pc riod of more than twenty y®*r*
tilizer business.
preceding
November 1, 1920. and Is not known to the treasurer to be U'
ing a essel 1! ,* the Leviathan or the
The sirength of the opposition to
Government operation Is Indicated by
tape tor. says Shipping. When the
Whether
Known
Pate of Last
Levlr Pan needed overhauling, she had
sViZital
the replies from Alabama, wbera the
Last Known
to he
Deposit or
lo
to be -ent to Liverpool to the
Nome of Depositor.
Residence
Muscie Shoals war plant Is and where,
Withdrawal.
lteeeaaed.
tiTlS
lug Glad
*13
A.
1«7«
Springer.
Dead
Apr.H.
stone dock.
of course, there Is Intense Interest
Even there It was ne**e>

MANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H- Titus, Editor and

0OVT OPERATION |

exact
ren-

dered his decision in a Portland case
to which a woman
brought action
against the board of registration for
refusing her the right to register
when she declined to give her age
except to state that she was over

twenty-one. Judge Wilson says they

—--...--■

give their
exact
“The
age.
identification of the voter,” he says
fa his decision, "may be very essential in cities to prevent fraudulent voting and to provide for correcting lists for use on election
day." Courts of a western state
have made a similar decision.
Bust

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
(By Albert Davis.)
The sociable at the high school
landing last Friday evening was a
financial
success.
Approximately
three hundred and fifty people were

crowded into the small main room.
The program was enioved.
The football team played the best
game so far this season at Wyman
park last Saturday. Until the last
of the third period the score stood
•-0.
Brewer
scored
two
touchdowns. one in the third and one in
the fourth period.
The
senior
class
will
present
“Mrs. Tubbs of Shantytown” at Hancock 'nail Thursday evening, Nov. 4,
for benefit of the high school.
This
is the sequel to "Mrs. Tubbs Does
Her Bit.” which this class put on
last spring, and which proved to be
one of the host amateur plays ever
put on in this city.
Fred E.Cooke
Is directing this play, and expects it
to be better than the last one.
At
the E. H. S. A. A.
meeting
last Friday the
football
players
voted to allow only letter men of
She school to
wear
letters.
All
other students haye been requested
to take theirs off.
Those who refuse. and wear one. show their ignorance and lack of school spirit.
At a special meeting of the A. A.,
Tailed by President Davis last Monday. Manager
Carney resigned in
favor of Asst. Mgr. Jordan
John Whitcomb is improving.
The students were pleased to see
Dana Austin out Saturday.
The football team will meet the
Sullivan high school team at Wyman
next
park
Saturday. The
players think this game a sate bet
lor Ellsworth.

_

<

Death Valley's Distinctions.
Death valley has three important
Malms to distinction. In these three
inspects there is no other place in the
world similar to it. It Is the lowest
aatnral depression in the Western
hemisphere, if not In the world; It Is
the hottest spot on the face of the
esrth, and Its atmosphere Is the most
arid of any In the world.

...

■

Italian “City of Crime.”
The only town In the world which
een boast of possessing more criminals
than Inw-ablding folk Is the Italian
Tfty of Artena, which Is known as the
City of Crime. For several hundred
peers nearly every criminal who has
mcapod prison or done time In Italy
las emigrated to Artena, and today
practically every Inhabitant of the
pis e is a criminal or the child of a
•rl initial.

and local pride In getting its expected
peace-time operation under way at the
earliest possible dare
Fifty editors
from that state replied, of whom 3b
were opposed to Government o; ...a
lion, 8 in favor and 4 do^uuui.
I

sary to wait for the new and the
moon to dock and undock
her, as

full
the
hlghe-' tide was required to “boat her
over the sill."
The dock at Norf.dk.
VBt It seems, is big enough to float the
Levia'han, hut the ehsonet leading to
_lt_wlll__not permit her fun sage.

Wm. O
McDonald,
♦he
suppression
liquor in
R. P. Thomas.
David Rodiok.
Warren Watson,

for
of

I hereby
certify
beat knowledge and

Ellsworth. Me
Ellsworth. Me
Bar Harbor, Me
that
the
belief.

abov«

••
"

etetement

Feb. 14.
Jen. 15.
4.
Oct.
Sept 13.
t>

true

CHAS

1878

lljo

1888
1881

75 07
J j 5;

Jfjl

according *°
n.

Trea*urtr
BUKHU.U

diet for

S. J. COURT.
HANCOCK
October Term, 1920
presiding

THE COURT.
Justice— Scott

defendant was returned.
YOUNG VS. FOVICH
Evidence was taken out
Monday
morning in the ease of Charles
Young
°f Bar Harbor, to be
reported to the law court.
This is an
actum on breach of
contract for rent

reuorf

Wilson,

T. F. Mahoney, Ellsworth,

Attorney—W.

county

|Lr—Ernest

Ellsworth.
DlushUl.

'stenographer—C.

R.

Clark, Ellsworth

GRAND JURV.
ilove'y. foreman.Gouldsboro
traliace Springer, clerk.Franklin
AVork't Chlpman .Bucksport
Trt,eph T. Colson .Franklin
irVlvin >1 Davis .Ellsworth
Ralph K Dority .Sedgwick
.Brooksvillo
SJntlev Orlndle ...Brook
11 n
rverett Holden
Howard P. Lowe .Deer Isle

tiff for the full amount
sued for
THE CRIMINAL
DOCKET.
The grand Jury rose

Thursday,

*‘6'
99flfi

•>«>Rq

2-70
,9?1
--*1

2283

Herbert Tapley .Brooklln
Alvah F Schoppo .Ellsworth
George C Gordon .Sullivan
Jerom* P Tapley .Brooksvllle

ooo-

--86

0 \V Foss .Hancock
Rbh
Willis* G
.Surry
Raymond Whitmore .Verona

-2S9

SUPERNUMERARIES

u.i1!*

and

vs

e»le«;‘ng.

t**rm
is
The October
nearing its
The Juries were finally excused
cloa*
this
afternoon,
and
for the term
court will probably adjourn finally tomorrow morning.

state

vs

Continued.

ing to provide suitable maintenance for wife.
State vs Winfield S. Webb, failure to provide suitable
maintenance for children.
Entered April Term, 1920.
State vs Alden
sault.

V.

Carter,

By Indictment.
Joseph Dondis,

2290

2293

tence.
State vs Millard

as-

\ 5. 8AKUE.NT.

rase

2297
-298

2299

2300

common

This Hustling Age Seems to
Have Lit
tie Time for the Merest
Ele-

Joseph Dondis. common
Pleaded
nolo
contendere; continued for sen-

mentary Courtesy.

Springer, breaking.
and
entering
larceny.
Pleaded guilty.
Continued for
sentence and placed in custody
of Ward W\ W'escott, probation
officer, until further order of

to
provide
suitable
nance for wife.
State vs Doris Bean,

2^.02
2303
2304
2305

„„

2306
2307
2308
;

2309
23

The most Important civil action tried
the term was that of Sarah E.
Dodge of Penobscot vs. Preston Player
of New York.
E. S. Clark for plaintiff. Hale &
Hamlin for defendant.
The cast- Involves
title
to
Mark or

10

2311
2312

j
2313

j

2314
2315

1

!
2318

2317

2318

mainte-

disobeying

State

By Indictment.
vs

Donald

Pleaded guilty.
State vs Alden V.
ing
woodpile.

guilty.

R.
and

Bowden.
larceny.

Carter, burnPleaded

not

State \s Alden V. Carter, arson.
Pleaded not guilty.
State vs Ernest C. Carter, burning
woodpile
Pleaded
not
guilty. Continued.
State vs Harry Clark, forgery.
State vs
Robert
K.
Garland.
alias Charles H. Johnson, operating automobile when Intoxicated.
Pleaded nolo contender*
Sentence. 30 days in county ^ail beginning Sept. 19.
Slate VS Robert K. Garland, alias
Charles II
Johnson, larceny.
Nol prossed..
State
\s
William
S.
Kelley,
adultery. Pleaded not guilty.
Verdict, not guilty.
State vs William S. Kelley. Indecent
exposure.
Demurrer
filed and sustained.
State vs Cora E.
Kent, arson.
Pleaded not guilty.
State \s Cora K.
Kent, arson
1'baded not guilty, verdict, not
guilty.
State vs Cora E. Kent, arson.
Pleaded not guilty.
State vs William T. McKinnon,
breaking.entering and larceny.
Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, six
months in county jail.
Sen-

More Than Her Mouth.
Although the groundhogs at the
"Zoo" did their best to keep the spring
j day away from that fine park and
playground for the people, time will
bring spring within a few week* now.
I at the worst
Tltne has a way of
making th ugs move.
Although
crowds at the Notional
Zoological park have fallen off mal terlally during these cold winter Suntence
suspended.
State vs Mabel Norwood, aduldays. nevertheless r- ny visit the park
Pleaded guilty.
tery.
Statu vs Henry Willey, rape.
every Sunday. Mm
attention I given
State vs Raymond M. Williams.
the animals kept in tors, naturally.
alias
B.
Raymond
Clayton,
Thus the mother hippopotamus has
making check with no funds in
bank
Pleaded not guilty beher
admirers
llecently two small
cause of Insanity.
hoys, that good sort that shy rocks
State vs Raymond M.
Williams.
alias
B.
Raymond
at
cats
and
Clayton,
sparrows, were si -ndlng
making check with no funds in
In front of the hippopotamus cage,
bank.
State vs Raymond M. Williams.
watching Mrs. Hippo eat hay.
alias
B.
Raymond
Clayton,
“Look at 'er open 'er mouth
said
making check with no funds in
one boy, lost In admiration.
bank.
State vs Raymond M.
Williams.
"Mouth nothin’!” exclaimed the othalias
B.
Raymond
Clayton,
er,
"That ain’t ’er mouth—It’s 'er
making check with no funds In
bank.
whole head she’s openin’I"—-Washington Star.

|

Tomb Was Tramp's HornA tramp who hud solved the present
day problem of where to live by ’eking
up bis abode In o::e of * Iie old Toman
tombs nt Arles, on Die Th ine, g;
two
Dutch tourists the fright of their
lives.
They hnd gone out to see the r- inlns
by moonlight, when suddenly o
of a
tomb emerged a human form
filch
the moon caused to appear exce 1 ngly
The tourists fled at top
ghostlike.
speed for the town, declaring th
they
hnd seen a resurrection. The
linst"
was Interrogated
and
by the polb
will be prosecuted for the French
equivalent of wandering without visible means of subsistence.—From the
Continental Edition of the London
Daily Mail.

Nature

■

Responds
your side
every time

you eat

the elevator, boats, barges and coal
were all right.
“Grandfather,” remarked Charles,
“why do they call dirt mud when It's
wet. and dust when It is dry?”
No reply from grandfather, who Is
still thinking about the answer.—Indianapolis News.

For this sturdy blend ofwheat and
malted barley supplies body and
brain with^ just the elements of
nutrition that Nature demands
for health and vigor.

Grape ^Nuts is
Ly

RATES.

MAINE HOUSEKEEPERS
LIKE CLARIONS

Increases.

The Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., last week filed with the
public utilities commission a new
schedule of water rates for the
city
of Ellsworth.
A hearing will be
later assigned on the matter.
The
new* schedule asks
for increases in
the rates as follows::
DOMESTIC SERVICE.
Old
Rate
First faucet (one family). $10.00
Each additional faucet.
3.00
F irst water closet.
4.00
Eat li
additional
water
closet.
1.60
First bath tub.
3 00
Eat h additional bath
tub,
1.50
Hand bowl.
1.00
Laundry tubs, per tub.
E50

Because

New
Rate
6.00
6,00

flues and

F irst faucet.
Eat h additional faucet.
F irst water closet.
Eath
additional
water
closet,
Wash bowl and closet used
in common,
Each additional wash bowl

rinals.

and

{ E'”is39h'‘!

9

nn

nn

5.00
o

NORTH

washer.
with

5.00

Carbonator

800

water
1.50
3.00
Markets and Laundries,
.I3"
irst
faucet.
$10 00 $ir. nn
lOach additional faucet.
5.00
8 00
1 hotographers and
Barber Shops
First faucet,
$7.00 $12 00
FJach additional faucet.
3.00
5 00
Livery Stables
Each horse, including use

.ho8c**
Yftofcharge
r.

For

any

less than $20.
Hand Hose.

use

specifjttl.
Irivate
Each

horse,

including

not

ano

$3.00

$5.00

$3.00

$5.00

otherwise

Stables and

Oarages

cow or auto.
use of hose

Public Garage

a

a

Sugar

Thoroughly Selfish.
"Do you know what I'd like? sold
the first road hog.
"No. what would you like?” said the
second porcine person.
“I'd like to have a motorcar so big
there wouldn't be room on the broadest boulevard for anything to pass mo

Saver

Reason

Postum Cereal Co. Inc., Battle Creelc.Mich
|
!

Inn
aid-

a

breeze.”—Birmingham Age-Her-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Corrected to October 4, 1920
BAR

#solo, Marjorie Richardson;

;H ARBOR TO BANGOR.

reading. Annie Camber; reading, Claudia
Richardson; story, Frank Moore; reading. George Davis; suggestions for the
good of the order, George Davis.

.lvi.i.! tfitOO M *25
Sorrento.lv.!. t4 55
Hancock Pt..lvj

The International bible students
will hold services in the North Ellsworth chapel Sunday,
Oct.
24, at
2.30.
Discourse
Dr.
W. S.
by
Marshall of Bangor.
All cordially
invited.
No
collection
will
be
taken.

Manset.lv....

Bar Harbor,

..

$2.00

Sullivan.lv!...
Mt Desert

Fy

16t 35

ar.

12^

to

a

Mt Desert

Py lv..*10

Sauke»lf.!.
Hancock

I'a.ke,—!—.

son.

H*i'koi-.Iv‘.

Boston via
Dover
Boston via

—

Like Cold!
traveler gives a ter
rlble account of the Intense cold In
Sweden: “In Hnpnrnnda. the day before I left. I attended a performance
lit tin* theater.
It was a tragedy.
Everybody wept: but If was so cold
that the tears of the spectators in
the gallery fell like hailstone among
the occupants of the stalls.”

Something

commercial

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
Creates

an appetite, aids digestion,
purities the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal

sales tell the story of the great
merit and success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It is just the medicine
you need now.
-Hood's Pills help—fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Believe headache, restore comfort.
%

M

A

00

"8

00

A

M

j.
!

ar.

A

|

M

A

M

AM

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
I

I

I P M

AM

PM

Washington lv..1.
Philadelphia lv.
New York-lv
I.
Boston via
i...
..

....

Portsmouth lv. *9 00
*7 30
Boston via
.1..
Dover lv.bt4 50..

Portland.lv.fl2 36 |10
Bangor

...

..

ar.

t5 05

Bangor -lv..■ f5
Brewer June..
|. 5

Holden.;
McKenzie's

—

Phillips

..

Lake.

Lake.j.
Nicolin.;.
Ellsworth Falls...

80
87

5

59

f6
f6

04
06
16
26
39
47
53
11
20

..

Green

Wash’gt’n June.

8
f6
6
6
6

Waukeag.j.j.

7
7

24

t7

80

Ellsworth
Franklin Road..
Hancock.
Mt Desert

Fy

ar.

7

05

kll

15
00

t8 10

§5

f8

§7eOO

15

3 21
3 43

13

50

4

00

7e06

7e26

f7e32
f7e35
7e44
7e55

f4

10
4 23
4 31
4 37

8e09
8el6

f8e22

f4 52
5 00
5 03

8e31
8e40

8e43
*5 10 §8 50

Mt Desert Fy lv.| fg
§9e00
Bar Harbor .ar.
te 00
9e40
Seal Harbor..lv.
Northeast Har
Southwest Har

Manset.ar.
Mt Desert Fy lv. t7 85
Sullivan.lv. t7 50
Hancock Pt. lv..
Sorrento.lv. |8 20
Bar Harbor ..ar. |8 55
A

DIED.

•

Daily,

M

P

M

A

M

Daily, except Sundays § Sunday only, k Saturday only b Commencing
October 31 will leave one hour later f Flag
stop, e Discontinued after October 24 tWill
not run Mondays until November !.

CAIRNS—At East Bucksport, Oct. 14,
George Cairns, aged 43 years,
CARTER—At
Bar
Harbor.
Oct.
16.
Laura E.. wife of Andrew J. Carter,
of Pretty Marsh, aged 54 years, 5
C
months,
days.
DANE—In Verona, Oct. 15, Francis S.
Dane, aged 80
12
years, 1 month,

t

DANA C.

DOUGLASS,
Vice-presideutand Gen. Man.
M. L. HARRIS
General Passenger Agent
Portland, Maine.

clays.

GRAFFAM—At Brewer, Oct. 16, Percy
M. Graffam. formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 53 years.
HASLAM—At Ellsworth. Oct. 20. Mrs.
Wellington Haslam. aged 74 years.
POOR—At Ellsworth.
Oct.
18.
Raymond F.. son of Mr. and Mrs. Laurel
S. Poor, aged 5 months.
RICHARDSON—At Mt. Desert. Oct. 14.
Elvin A. Richardson, aged 13 years. 5
months. 7 days.
RICHARDSON— At
Cranberry Isles,
Oct. 12. Mrs. Carrie M. Richardson,
aged 73 years.
WHITMORE— At
Verona.
Oct.
12,
7
Henry Whitmore, aged 82
years,
months.

PLUMBING
Hot Water

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Work and

HONEST WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or mah orders

H. W. DUNN

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

Manufacturer and dealer in

EDWARD F. BRADY,

High Grade Granite and Marble

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Monuments, Tablets and Markers

Closing Out Sale of 1920

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor. Me.

Farm

WOOLENS
r

*1 05 *1 05

56
P M

|

—

Grades of Witches.
In the olden times there were throe
Classes of witches.
The* black witch
was n
harmful affair, and the white
witch was a helpful spirit. Then there
was the gray witch who was
sometimes harmful and sometimes helpful.
Indictments against persons accused
of witchcraft had to state the complexion of the spirit thnt bewitched.

>8

*5

Portsmouth ar.1. fg 2V *4 50 *4 50
..ar.j. ‘8 15..
Philadelphia ar..
Washington ar..I.

—

November
Mesdames
Allon
P.
Royal. M. V. McGown. H. H. Higgins. A.
H.
Blaine
Sawyer.
Mrs.
Holmes.
Parsons. Mrs. Frederick. Roy J. Goodwin. E. E.
Misses
Sprineer.
Hannah
Holmes. Marian Bartlett.
December—Mesdames If. W. Haynes.
A. P. Wlswell. G. A. Parcher. J.
F.
Whitcomb. A. W. Packard. A. W. King.
F. H. McFarland. J. A. Peters George
A. Dodge. Stuart Ellison. Misses Elizabeth True. Helen Ronsey, J. A. Thompson. M. A. Clark.
January—Mesdames L. A. Leach. H.
L. Crabtree. J. A. Cunningham. A. K.
Russell. O. W. Tapley. C. It. Burrill.
Mabel Webster. Katherine Staples, L.
T. Holmes. Miss Agnes Lord.
February—Mesdames Elbridge Millikan. Alice Parker.
G
F.
Newman.
Ward W. Wescott, P. G. Phillips, Geo.
Corneail. E. H. Baker. E. F. Robinson.
Alice Hooper.
Misses
Mary Stuart,
Sarah Alexander.
March—-Mesdames A. H. Joy. F. H.
Macomber. W. E. Whiting, J. F. Knowlton. C. A. Hanscom. O. S. Foster. B. B.
Whitcomb. L. D. Foster. C. W Joy. J.
T. Giles. Misses Anna F. Hight, May
Ronsey. Alice Scott.
April—The ladies of the Thursday
club.

f 1 35

New York

BRIDGES —HANSCOM
At
Ellsworth Oct. 9. by Rev. G. T. Jones.
Miss Luetta K. Bridges of Brooklin
to
Earl R. Hanscom of Sedgwick.
COLE—VARNEY—At St. Stephen, Oct.
9, Mrs. Jeanette Cole of Macliias, to
George Varney of Ellsworth.
GRINDLE
AUSTIN— At
Camden,
Oct. 7, by Rev. B. W. Russell, Miss
Edna M.
Grindle
to
Blanchard
Austin, both of Brooksville.
HEATH—CARTER—At Ellsworth, Oct.
16.
by Rev. R. H.
Moyle. Mrs.
Blanche H. Heath to Irving O. Carter, both of Mariaville.
HIGGINS—SALISBURY— At
Bangor.
Oct. 16, by Rev. F. S. Bernauer. Miss
Julia It. Higgins of East Eddington,
formerly of Ellsworth Falls, to Howard V'. Salisbury of Otis.
KELLEWAY
GUTHRIE
At
Bar
Harbor, Oct. 12, by Rev Charles L.
Kinney, Lillian C. Kelleway of Far
Hills. N. J.. to Ernest M. Guthrie of
Bar Harbor.
LA WTON—GORDON—At Bangor. Oct.
14, by Itev. Oscar L. Olsen. Miss Jessie Lawton to Earl Gordon, both of
Southwest Harbor.
MARSH—WALKER—At East Eddington. Oct. 17, by Rev. A. J. Torsleff,
Miss Pearl Marsh of East Eddington
to Percie Edmund Walker of South
Gouldsboro.
NEVELLS—LEACH—At Islesboro. Oct.
13. by Rev. E. P.
Miss
Kimball,
Islesboro
to
Gladys G. Nevells of
Ralph O. Leach of Penobscot.
PERKINS—LEACH—
At
Penobscot,
Oct. 9. by Rev. C. A.
Miss
Smith,
Wilma Perkins to
Hermon
Leach,
both of Penobscot.

Silsby.

|

Portland.ar.

MARRIED.

—

5e20

..

HIGGINS—At Ellsworth.
Oct. 16. to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger L. Higgins, a
daughter (Barbara Fullerton).

For a
one-inch
meter,
minimum
per quarter. $6.25.
This allows
l..>oc cubic feet to be used
quarterly.
I* or
a
three-fourths-inch.
fiveeighths-inch and one-half- inch meter,
minimum charge,
per
quarter.
$4 50
This allows 1.000 cubic feet to be used
quart erly.
All above the minimum allowance,
per quarter.
First 1,000 cubic feet, or part, rate
of $6 per 1.000 cubic feet.
Second 1.000 cubic feet, or part, rate
of $5.50 per 1.000 cubic feet.
Third 1.000 cubic feet, or part, rate
of $5 per 1.nno cubic feet.
Fourth 1.000 cubic feet, or part, rate
of $4.50 per 1.000 cubic feet.
All over 4.000
cubic
feet, or part,
rate of $4 pqr 1.000 cubic feet.
All meters to be read quarterly.
-O< ongregatlonnl Committee*.
The Ellsworth Congregational parish
committees for the winter and spring
months of 1920-21 are as follows:
October—Mesdames
H.
M.
Hall,
Harry L. Umster, Arthur H. Parcher.
Misses
Dorothy Mathews. Margaret
Hall. Martha Milliken.
Hazel
Giles.
Erva Giles. Helen
Shute.
Constance
Mabel
Purdy.
Hammond,
Elizabeth

*6 45 §4e45
6 51
4e52
5 54
4e55
I5c03
5el2

5e26
5e40
1148
665 *«•«
Phillips Lake.(1152 17 02I (5e58
s. 17 04 I6e02
Hold«h. 1.
12 01
7 09 6e07
Brewer June. 12 21
7 29
6e29
Bangor.... ..ar!.1*12 30; t" 35 S6e85

Mr.

son.

charge

30
36
39
47
03

10
10
10
1;
H

Koad.
(6 01
Washgtnjunci. ;.
6 20
h sworth ......;.
11
6 27
Ellsworth Falls!. 11 17< 6 32
Nlcoliu
(11 32 (6 4 6

DYER—At Franklin. Oct 12.
to Mr.
and Mrs. Norman M. Dyer, a daughter.
GRAY—At West Brooksville, Oct. 17.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Gray, a

terly.

..

... #

;.j..

and Mrs. Forrest F. Allen, a son.
BRIDGES—At Swan’s
Island,
Sept
2o. to Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Bridges.

16..

..

BORN.
Bluehill, Oct

*6

Southwest Har
j
Northeast Har .!.;.
Seal Harbor..lv.
Bar Harbor ..lv.j. 19 401. §4©00
Mt Desert Fy
ar.j.flO 20. §4e40

$5.00
ALLEN—At

.T. .*!.

..

..1

For washing autos.
$ 2.00 $ 2 50
Minimum r-harge per year. 10.00
18 00
Private F’lre Protection.
Each hydrant.
$30.00 100.00
Standpipe, with hose connection.
each
f-nn n
l*on10.00
25.00
Automatic
sprinkler, per
head.
>05
10
MUNICIPAL USES
Hydrants, each
$30.00 $75.00
I lus any sum or sums that
may be
assessed by the city of Ellsworth for
taxes on all property of the
company
used in tin- operation or management
°'
ita water plant.
Other municipal
uses will be charged for
according to
rates established for strrres and
offices
METER RATES.
Meter rates as proposed are as follows:
For
a
four-inch
meter,
minimum
per quarter. $25.
This allows
2.500 cubic feet to be used quarterly.
*or a two-inch
meter.
minimum
charge
per
quarter. $12.50.
This allows 2.00U cubic feet to be used
quar-

A

CO, INC., Ellsworth, Me.

ELLSWORTH.

Two candidates received the final degrees ut the meeting of Nlcolin
grange
October 16.
The program follows: Pi-

PU*"P',

No

P. ELDRIDGE

4 on

Restaurants
PirrUH? faucet, Bnkeries and SIOOO
First
<k no
*
Each additional faucet.
3*.f»n
e!oo
Tumbler

by TheJ.

nn

sterchemists’
2 50

WOOD a BISHOP CO.
Bangor, Maine

^
SolJ

00

Drinking fountains,
lllxers
bowls.

o

in

3.00

each

in

work.

6 no
6 00

1 60
« nn

thorough

oven,

2 00

$7.00 $12 00

2!50

to

manufacture, ready for rugged

3>m

4.00

right

3.00
6 00

2*60

COMMERCIAL.

built

are

Liberal in sizes of firebox,

$15.00

Stores and Offices.

»,.

they

the needs of Maine homes.

meet

2

Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory.
Write for samples, and s*ate garment
planned. F. A. PACKARD, Box 35,
Camden, Maine.

feature

an
with

8 Houor
the

Clover
Leaf
Pressing
Spreaders,will be sold for $25 each,
less than they can be bought for

10 per cent, off actual cost.
1 No. 3 Bluebell Cream Separator, second-hand.
1 No. 6 Sharpless Separator; will be
sold at a trade.
1 new 2-seated Express
Wagon, $50;
less than cost.

L. E. TREADWELL
Tel. 202-5
Ellsworth, Me.

Day

many

Machinery

8 Low

to-day.
3-hp Type M Engine, $20; less than
w
cost to-day.
1 Disc Harrow. 1 Spring-tooth Harrow,

For Nurses
Schedules

No.

1

Arlington Training School

This

Captain Couldn’t Answer.
Master Charles Wymond Potter achis
grandfather, ''apt,
companied
Charles A. Wymond, to the river at
Evansville the other day to see that

GrapeNuts

Male

WATER

Files Schedule for Material

■

Nature is on

“There's

ELLSWORTH

*><•_

If was the hottest nnd
most uncom
fortahle day of the summer
and the
car was even more
crowded than usual
snvs
the Indianapolis News.
Two
.voting women who had done their full
share of work for eight
long hours
managed to squeeze Into the ear with
the rest of the passengers. Of
course
mi the seats were taken.
Even a sug
gestlon that some one offer the
girls
a sent was far from
their minds. They
Stood In the aisle, ns
good-naturedly
ns they had done
nearly every day In
months past. One can Imagine their
surprise when an elderly man rose to
proffer one of the girls a seat.
"Take my sent, lady,” he said,
“yon
look lots more tired than I."
of
one
the girls started
Gratefully,
for the sent. A tall broad-shouldered
man was just ahead of her.
“Nnw, yuh don’t.” he snarled. “I
guess I’m nearer the seat than
you
nre." and he started to sit down.
“Well, I guess If you nre going to
take the sent I may as well keep It
until I am ready to get off," the first
man -abl, and with that he
sat down
again.
Two blocks later he got off the car.
the tall broad-shouldered man rushed
to the seat, nnd the young women held
on to the straps.

Quarantine laws.
State vs D. Shirley Norris,
operating automobile when intoxicated.
State Vva C. G.
Whittaker, violation of automobile law.

breaking.entering

2.101

cornmeal
of other stuff."

DAYS OF CHIVALRY ARE GONE

Continued.
Lnicrnl OHolirr Term, lico.
By Appeal.
.-34
State vs John A. McQown, operating
automobile
without
lights.
2295
State vs Everett Royal, obstructing an officer on duty.
2296
State vs Chester 1a Ames, failure

tiff.

lot

Appeal.

g

court.

HARDISON VS. DYER.
In the Franklin horse case, Mrs. Lillian P. Hardison vs. W. H. Dyer, which
went to the Jury Wednesday afternoon,
a verdict was returned for the plain-

birdseed—sand,
a

‘right color. I don’t want this
gritty
Stuff. I know what Pm
talking about.
I ve been
reading up nnd—"
“How much did you
want, Indy?"
“Oh. about a nickel’s worth."
And the poor,
unhappy prescrlptlonrs
fell
in
a
faint.—Indianapolis
News.

Harry Howland, breakentering. Continued.
Winfield s. Webb, fail-

State vs
seller.
State vs
seller.

.Gouldsboro
Pallas Ashe
Frank C Morgrage .qaatine

Resolution Island in Penobscot bay.
sold a few years ago for $23fl. and now.
with
summer cottage built on It by
the defendant, valued at several thousand dollars.
The property has passed
through various hands by deed and
mortgage, and both parties to this act on Halm
title by a chain
of
deeds
coming down through the mother of
tb' plaintiff.
The plaintiff claims that
a deed given
by her mother, and from
which defendant’s title springs, was
Kiven by her when she was 111 and not
in a condition of mind to
convey property
The trial occupied Friday afternoon and all
day Saturday, going to
1’’
j’-’-ry late in the afternoon. A ver-

re-

Term, 1919.
Hy Indictment.
ktate vs Charles M.
Goodwin,
breaking and entering.
Respondent dead.
Dismissed.
State vs Charles M. Goodwin
breaking and entering.
Re®P°ndent dead>
dismissed.
State vs Horace W. Grant, arson.
Jury disagreed.
Ball, |600.
furnished.
Continued.
State vs Harry Howland, breakState

on

“Hut, Indyjwe—"
“Oh. you can't fool me. I've been
reading up on this birdseed graft. I
rend In a magazine where
they were
jamming all sorts of junk Into this
Stuff we're feeding our
poor little
canaries. Think of
cheating a poor littie cnnary."
Hut. lady, you don’t understand—"
“Oh. yes, I do understand.
I want
birdseed that has a glaze on It—the
kind that shows it is
fresh by its

and
-.8-

E E. Torrey. foreman. Winter Harbor
.Southwest Harbor
E Leon Higgins
William 1 Co nary .Deer Isle
A
Willey
.Amherst
phllmore
Frank E. Stanley -Cranberry Isles

ing alleged.
DODGE VS. PLAYER.

sawdust and

Entered October

Hamblen .Stonlngton
Maynard W. Paine. Jr ....Bar Harbor
g p Wardwell .Penobscot
Willard Phillips .Ellsworth
Albert H. Little .Bucksport
SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

of Lulle ii. Hopkins vs. Don
A Sargent was tried Thursday.
B. W.
for
hard
Blarplaintiff; C. I*. Conners
Tills was an action for
for defendant
trespass* and damages for timber cut
on land in Rucksport.
Plaintiff was
(he owner of land adjoining land on
■which defendant bought the stumpage.
Defendant admitted cutting some trees
serosa the line on plaintiff's land, but
said
it
was
accidental.
Plaintiff
claimed
it
was a
willful
trespass.
Evidence was largely on the question
of vaiu< of timber cut. plaintiff setting
it at JJ.7. defendant at $80.
The jury
returned a verdict for plaintiff of $172.
MRRPHY VS. POWER CO.
The case of Frank C. Murphy, administrator. vs.
the
Bar
Harbor &
Colon River Power Co., growing out of
the accidental
death
of Miss
Mary
Murphy from injuries received at the
power station on August 6. 1919, was
non-suited
voluntarily
by plaintiff.
Similar action was heard at the last
April term of court, and a non-suit
ordered
The non-suit was sustained
by th* law court. The new actions
w«re then brought, new evidence be-

camouflaged

porting nineteen
indictments.
Following is the full criminal docket, with
record of disposal of cases to
date:

jeff.

The

any contract

£•*«”

Must Be Great Strain
the Nerves.

The drug store was filled
with wor
ried
looks—prescription faces.
All
were engcr for
quick action nnd the
druggist was doing his best to meet
•ill the demands.
A woman, the only
one wlthont a
prescription In her hand,
shifted hack and forth until
she got
directly In the path of the druggist.
Walt on me. please." she said
snapP‘Jy. "I’m in a hurry."
“What did yori wish?”
"Some
birdseed—canary bird. And
want the real stuff,
none of this

plaln,ifr
Fountain
Rodick, and that the hoard of the child
had been paid
by its
mother.
The
jury returned a verdict for the plain-

rr„d r; Noyes.Southwest Harbor
Theater M Rich .Bar Harbor
.Bar Harbor
T L Roberts
Vernon L .^mall .Stonlngton
Georg' 11 Snow .OrTand
Walter E. Stover .Bluehlll
Stratton .Hancock
Theater "
Paul W. Wescott...Castlne
.Penobscot
Hill Wilson
M
FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.
W s. smallldpe. foreman..Mt. Desert
»
VC. Googlns .East brook
Gray .Sedgwick
James R
h Maddocks .Lainolne
Stover
B
.Orland
Burton
Edward G. Williams .Bluehlll
Francis W. West .Franklin

1U>PK1.>S

«raham

iJ

A. Patten.Ellsworth;
M. Perkins, Castlne; Vernon <3.
East brook.
O. Barrows, Port-

“il^ssenger—Earl

Lady

HIGGINS VS. RODICK.
°f Mra- L«"»
Higgins of
T* against
Uar w
Harbor
David O. Rodick as
special administrator of the
estate of
Fountain Rodick. was tried
Monday.
S- c,ark for
plaintiff, H. L. Graham
for defendant.
Tills was an action to
recover balance
due
on a bill
for
board of a child, with
Interest from
date of demand, a total
of *1,? 18 79
Defense was a dental of

riruutles—Fred

nirse

L

DRUGGISTS DIE YOUNG

Customer* Like This Very Particular •Company

1*lch

LVflnaan'r

Whiting,

E.

'sheriff—W.L. Wescott,
Osgood.

WHY

other

Ellsworth Steam

advantages offered makes this school
to
the
attractive
especially
young
woman
who desires
to
train
for
a
nurse.
Located eight miles from Boston.
it provide** a pleasant home, an

Al< Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

laoods called for and delivered

excellent table and

an all round training. including courses in contagious,
medical, nervous, mental diseases, obstetrics and surgery.
These are given
under
well
known
physicians and
The salary allowed is $20
surgeons.
per month with laundry and an eighthour
day. The
graduates of this
school are eligible te all Btate and
national nursing associations and are
successfully engaged in private. Institutional.
industrial,
public health,
army and Red Cross nursing.
information
be obFurther
may
tained by addressing the principal of
the

Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

ARLINGTON TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR NURSES, 163 HILLSIDE AVENUE
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS,

MASS.

I

;;;

Wormell. am) two nephews, of Ellsworth. were also guests of Mrs. Clark

COMPLETE CURE
OF INDIGESTION

TANLAC

DISPLAY
MAKES

Sunday.

Fred McKenzie and family, who have
home
returned
been at Seal Harbor,
this week.
Ralph Worcester and family of Belfast were week-end guests at H. G.
Worcester's.
Irving Hodgkins of Bar Harbor has
been here spending a week at the home
of Eastman Hutchings.
with a guest.
Miss Leona PeBeok.
Mias Ruth Shepard, was home from
the U. of M„ for a week.
George L. Edes and Agnes Darling
of Newport. N. H.. are guests at the
home of H. G. Worcester.
“Echo.
Oct. 18.
-o-

GREAT

HIT

your head feels like
basket of broken
bottles—you need

IVht>n
rr lien

a

and Attractive Display of
Celebrated
Medicine
Attracts
Much Attention.
An advertising display which has
attracted unusual interest has been
placed in the show-window of E. G.
Moore, druggist, at Main and Water !
One Box of “FRUlT-A-TlVES" or
streets in this city, the local agency
“Fruit Liver Tablet*” Brought Relief
for the well-known and highly sue- I
Stomach or bowel discessful proprietary medicine. Tanlac.
order poisons the blood
The display is not only interesting
and thus irritates the
from an advertising standpoint, but
j
I’ond.
Great
is educational, combining in an at- 1
rest of the body.
comhas
The road commissioner
tractive and artistic manner beautl- j
*"»»•< S.U aI An, Medicine in 'he World.
pleted the State road of 6;»f» feet, with
Said
ful
scenes
from many foreign coun- !
everywhere, in bomem. 10c ISc.
It is a good piece
two metal culverts.
of work.
tries where the ingredients of this
j
Many hunters have been here this preparation are obtained.
season.
Up to date J. R. Shuman has
It has occasioned such favorable |
inspected twelve deer and a number of
Japanese Launchings Are "Dry.”
birds, and several have been taken out
comment in the city that the pro] The Japanese observances attendby local hunters.
prietors of the store state that it will ing the Inunchlng of n
F. H. Colson has moved his maship, us deof
Great
remain in the window several davs
chinery down to the shore
scribed t>y u writer, nre begun with
pond and is sawing out lumber for the longer.
« !
for
Co.
storage
Manufacturing
Eastern
a religious ceremony.
Then the ship
Work Of Great Artist.
buildings and camps.
j
The display is the work of one of I is released In the usual way. hut InHenry W. Cushman and family of;
Patterson’s
art*
at
camp
Guy
Bangor
America's
greatest
lithographic ; stead of era eking a bottle of chamfor a few days' hunting.
the
manufacturers
of ; pagne across her stem, great quantiMrs. Ezra Williams and son are sell- artists and
and
and
'VtLLIAM GALE SHEPHERD
produce,
ing ofT their stock
j Tanlac state that the total cost will j ties of cut flowers, usually chrysanthewill move to Bangor.
exceed sixty thousand dollars, which ; mums. and the sivmsor's
CM Chatham, Columbia Co., X. Y.
Arthur Robbins of Eddington is at
bouquet and
at
Brandy is said to be a record price for win- j a Dumber of live pigeons are
*
Mclnlnchs
camp
Edgar
s lathered with Constipation,
scattered
Pond, hunting.
dow displays.
It is in ten distinct I from a decorated
"Cat."
globe suspended over
Laver 7 rouble and Indigestion for
and natural
Oct.JS.
colors,
and
presents the launching
platform, the sponsor
turee years ; and tried all kinds of
scenes from the Rocky Mountains, as
McKinley.
pulling a cord. The flowers fall about
med.cme with no relief.
Mr*, well as from
Europe. Asia, Pern.
and
Black
Fannie
Mr*.
the Inunchlng party us the freed birds
funeral was held to-day at the home of Egypt and other foreign countries.
I was so bad I would have a dud,
circle overhead.
Boston am! vicinity, where they .have
The natives are
seen
in
their
spent three weeks.
heavy feeling in the pit of my
and
Norwood is spending natural habitat
Mildred
environment,
Mrs.
stomach ; generally about three or
in West Tremont with her gathering the roots, herbs and harks
tn»- week
granddaughter. Mr*. Millie Lopaus
four hours after eating.
that form the medicinal ingredients
Mr*. Eugene Kelley is in Jonesport
of Tanlac, packing them upon the
I saw advertised in the “Troy Times*
visiting her mother. Mrs. Ackley.
William Marti* has returned to Bosbacks of cafnels. elephants,
llamas
‘i r.:.
lives’ and sent to R. W.
ton for the winter.
and other beasts of burden for transIn
is employed
Latty
Woodbury
f-.-yc’onr's drug store in Chatham
portation hy land and sea to the Imfor
the
winter
Bridgeport. Conn..
: r.
ought two 50c. boxes. Before
Mrs
Latty and daughter Hllma will mense laboratories at Dayton. Ohio,
join him later.
I .ad ...shed one box, I was relieved
and Walkerville. Canada.
electric
more
The addition of six
One of the most striking features I
at
makes
v have no more trouble.
travelling
..a
I
street
lights
of the display is the reproduction of
night safer and more convenient.
c-.a eat anything x desire.
Mrs. P W. Richardson spent Tueswith
Mrs. E. L. the magnificent laboratory at Davweek
day of last
I would advise anyone in the same
toe
Mere me artist
has very efKelley.
*
condition as I wax. to take ‘Fruit*
build ng chimneys on
John Gott
fectively and Impressively portrayed
the house of Mrs P. W. Richardson.
a
:i
is
God
a
the
it
I
of
Tanlac by introduca-tivei’;
popularity
i.and would
a
has
Leslie Hamblen
purchased
ing a goup of people in all walks of
without ‘Fruit t-tives’ in the
not ;
piano of George Wallace.
T.
Oct. 18.
life,
who
are looking at the Tanlac
house”.
laboratory with expressions of con\\ nlthnm.
WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD.
fidence, plainly indicating their beMiss Hu Ida Woodward of Bangor Is
lief and faith in the medicine.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
visiting here.
Haslam
and
Earlen
Another distinctive feature is the
Arthur Hardison
At dealers or from FRCIT-A-T1VES
have gone to Ellsworth Falls cutting
bulletins accompanying the display.
Limited, OGDLN'SBL’RG, N. Y.
Christmas tree*.
visiting her They tell briefly and concisely of the
Mrs. Arvtll Jordan Is
in i marvelous growth and
Oliver
Bragdon.
daughter. Mrs.
development
lltHeti ill.
Tanlac.
until
to-day it has the
*Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Phillips of ] of
Roy Twining is home from Wattr*
hi* | largest sale of any medicine of its
been
who
have
visiting
Ellsworth,
vi He.
parents in Livermore, spend a few days ■kind in the worid.
These bulletins
Miss Lina Hinckley has gone to
in town on their way home.
o
visit Mr. and
Cain
Mrs.
Chase
also quote various standard medical
The Helpsomehow club will have n
Barker.
authorities
the
town
as
at
to
the
and entertainment
therapeutic
Mrs Edith Kane has gone to Plain- I sal*
will
be i value and
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Deadly Durango Scorpion.

Remember the Sm-dl ye,
.While the scorpion pest In the city
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Valuable Fat In Alligator Pear.
Among Hie fruit* used fnr food, the
alllgiitor pear |s remarkable for Its
>»rce proportion of fat, which runs ns
high as ^1 per cent, or about the same
as thnt of common
cream, states an
article In Popular Mechanics Magazine.
it has been found that the human system nssimllntes this fat
very
readily up to as great a quantity as
four and a half ounces a day.
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Old Hind Mill, IS cntucket, Mass.,
built in 1746. Between 1723 and IS75
no less than tfcb'e such mills
operated
upon the island. * This was the fourth
to be erected, and has outlived its three
predecessors which have been destroyed.
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Socony quality and service have made
motoring a pleasure and gasoline satisfaction a certainty.
Look for the red, white and blue

sign.
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STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
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For year-’round
economy and greatest
satisfaction, use the same gasoline regu•arly. W ith Socony in your tank and
the proper carburetor
adjustment, you
will notice an increase in
your monthly
mileage average.
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If coffee troubles you, isn’t
it better to make the
change
6
now rather than later?
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Mrs. Vera Harding of Gott's
Island
has been in town for a few
days.
Maurice Thurston of
liass
Harbor
-“»■ "**n ln tQwn on
business
The harvest supper at Seaside
hall
Tuesday night was well attended by
people from all ihe villages, and the
n.xt da>.
from the remainder of the
feast, the ladles provided a dinner
for
ail who wished It.
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l
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and
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■/' Harold
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visiting in Atlantic.
District Superintendent
Luce is holdof evangelical meetings at
church at Swan's Island
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This is called the tmpos] here. Ahow
this then* is no fall, and up to 20.000
meters a slight rim?.
The upper layer
is known as the stratosphere.
It 1»
actually possible today for an airplane
to rise from the ground to the bottom
ot the stratosphere, say about rIx
miles. In one hour. If we want to explore somewhat higher, say 20 miles
we
Install light instruments on a
sounding balloon.
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EMERY MEMORIAL

I believe him to have had but one dethe English courts, and knew English
vice on his banner—"JUSTITIA”.
history by heart. His great knowlI believe him to have been but little edge was reflected from
his
written
TRIBUTES BY HANCOCK BAR TO swayed by sentiment or sympathy— opinions in the Law reports. These
even where his personal feelings might
decisions illustrate the extent and vaBATE CHIEF JUSTICE.
have been engaged.
well
It
be
riety of his professional learning.
may
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tied
doubted perhaps if such a motto is in
Only the other day I waa reading
the
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at
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every
Judge
Emery's
The
Addresses
very
knot.
Judge regnrdlng
by Henry M. Hall,
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memorial exercises held In honor of
—yet if not in a judge then where in
K. Googlns, Fulton .1. Redman
and compnsslon, said,
this world?
the late Justice Strout. at Portland,
fflth
^
and Just lee Wilson,
man
Bulwer makes the great French July 20, 1915, and it occurred to me,
and a half, friend." The
*rw0 dollars
Cardinal (Richelieu) say; "I have shed that with a few minor changes, his
n roll that would have
a
but
words
be
as
blood,
1
have
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a
.train
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no
save
foes
might
eulogy upon
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
muscle of a
those the State has.
himself.
1 quote
If my wrath was
here
the
closing
taxed the contractile
Whereas, since the last session ot
ago,
words
of
that
I
that
'twas
felt
deadly
in
exquisite;
panegyric:
my country
The eyes of the Jude*
this court our distinguished
brother
m,lie's throot.
"In the great hall of the Palace of
my veins and smote her sons as Brutus
Emery. has passed on! after smote his own.”
but he thought quickly, nnd ; a
Justice
.i'll
in
Brussels
is
a
beautiful
life full of years and of
|
accomplishSo
for
much
my individual opinion of group of statuary which arrests the
a
the single word, "Each.”—Amer- ments. be it therefore
this lawyer and judge.
attention of every visitor.
central
The
But
was
that
Resolved. That In his death the Han- not ail
Weekly.
of this man—could not be quite
figure is the robed magistrate seated
Kan Legion
cock County Bar recognizes that
it ! all of any man.
in the curule chair* Standing at his
He had a human side.
has lost from Its
membership the most I can speak with more authority than right is the figure of a sorrowing
eminent of all surviving at its last
mere
woman holding a little child, both with
roll-call, one who as lawyer, as asso- it wasopinion upon this phase, because ; arms
outstretched
toward the judge
every
my good fortune, as I view it.
ciate Justice and as
chief-justice of our to have been quite intimate with him with pleading look and gesture that
supreme court contributed much to
one
for
make moist the eyes of the beholder.
socially
and
nearly
fifty
years,
raise and
sustain- the
dignity and found out gradually, that he had this On the left is the figure of another
worth of both bar and bench in our
human
side,
and
In
and
that we had many ! woman, serene
countenance
and who in hia individual, famitraits in common.
He was
! figure, holding the book of the law’, to
and civic life has left an
as
impress a home body and a family essentially
an
open page of which she silently
that will lonpr endure.
man. and
by the gradual addition of a fine li- points as she looks upon the judge.
And further, that this resolution be
case proves
brary to ills Lares and Penates, he set The genius of the sculptor, however,
presented to the court for adoption,
most appears in the attitude and counup a trinity of his own to which he
and made a part of the
perproceedings of paid most willing
tenance of the magistrate, so sad, so
this term.
worship.
This library was not very large but
troubled, so longing* to show mercy,
manent
Henry M. Hall.
its quality was of high grade, which is yet conscious of the demands of the
Forrest H. Snow.
good; and was read, and read, and relaw.
As I recall to mind that wonderHarry M. Conners.
read which is better; and with its aid
ful central figure of the group. I seem
Committee.
he became largely his own educator;, to see the spirit of Justice Strout there
•
*
*
and highly cultivated.
I soon found,
portrayed in the enduring marble."
BY MR. HALL.
too. that he had a profound liking for
It seems to me that if we who knew
in the
"The Pink
\UMr Honor, and brethren of this bar:
that
poetry, art and music which was not. i ; him best could but gaze
upon
Beyond question we have met with think, very
he
which
described
so
statuary,
vividly.
generally known, nor from j
LE ROY, N.
the loss of a most eminent member of
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cure
III
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Ul
imRiii
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deportment, alour fraternity since we last met in this
mil
the group, the spirit of Justice Emery.
OL RHCUMATKM
ne
was iona ot
ti.pf. teu.
room, only a few
months
and travel and made numerous
ago.
journeys to On the bench there was a pronounced
heard him. while eulogizing his distinand over the old world, where well
resemblance between the two justices.
guished partner and
life-long friend, furnished, as he was, with
a
wide Their judicial temperaments. 1 think,
Senator Hale,
fearlessly though not knowledge of history and geography were much the same. At least they so fit; I have always tried to find out if and fame that came to him as a memI could lust why it is that some men
ber of this court.
without some emotion,
announce
the he knew what to look for and where
impressed me..- Both were Independent succeed, some men rise so far above
imminence of a similar
Always a student he soon mastered
summons
for
to find it, and returning it was maniin judgment, and fearless in expresothers,
and if possible to emulate their the leading principles of the common
himself, and that that was the last oc- fest that, unlike
sion.
never
left
the
They
mere
attorneys example.
many
I
believe
that
the
secret
travellers,
law and saw the need of a broader apcasion
when
his
own
voice
would
be
he had
his opportunities to in doubt as to how they had ruled.
Sir—In August, 1907,1 was taken
perhaps of Judge Emery's success ami plication of the principles of equity in
heard In this place— so closely asso- I examineprofited by
those "footprints on the sands They enforced the law. though somethe secret of his great contribution to
with a severe attack of sciatic
elated with his own life work.
adjusting disputes between
parties
He was of time", there only to be
times reluctantly, however oppressive
the State and to mankind was the fact
which
found,
where the inflexible rules of the comhead
and
accurate
In
rheumatism.
that last opinion.
or even unjust the courts might think
mark
the
that he did not allow himself to think
of
the
progress
human
race.
mon law provided no adequate remedy.
Judge Emery was the archetype of a 1
were almost in a horizontal posiit
to
He
be.
with
the
his
mind
was
But
both
were
too
was
crowd;
keen,
intensely
religious without
And among his early efforts to imJqdge under the gradual evolution of superstitious or hypocritical. He being
human
and
their
tion, th.- pain waa so great that my
characters were his ability too great. Most of us, 1 be- prove the service rendered by the
conlegal science through the 2000 years
lieve. are
mediocre
we
have
tributed much to the upbuilding of the above reproach.
men,
was sometimes paracourts of this State was th- passag#
who,'.’
•lnee Us birth among the seven hills of
mediocre
we
think
with
minds,
along
was
Judge
within
his
Emery
bred,
community
reach.
college
This
of an act extending the equity power#
; it seemed as though thouHome.
He was more—he was an inwe are led by the psycholcourthouse, th*
public, library that learned in the classics, and familiar the crowd,
of the court until it had lull equity
structive example, to all those who deof
the
crowd.
the
1
had been stuck in my
crowd
ogy
By
sands of
with
the
adjoins it. the church across the
writings of the best authors,
jurisdiction in all cases where there
of
sire ami determine to devote their own
mean all
us.
We unconsciously find
ancient and modern.
We see in his
the
bodv at once.
original
First
National
was not
adequate remedy at law.
ourselves
on
the popular
lives and efforts to the same vocation,
reasoning
bank
of
in
the
Maine
opinions,
Ellsworth all owe much to
for
Reports, the un- side of any question.
Var-ne-sis did a
These powers and principles he applied
of what may be accomplished by any his interest
Judge
Emery
mistakable proof of his literary ability,
and
efforts
in
and
and
person
expounded during his long career
on my street,
not reason this way and frequently
of them.
me, and
He had no
privileged op- with purse, and so also does our pub- his knowledge of human affairs, and did
on the
bench until at his death the
found himself on the
side
knows
portunities as a youth but 'started at
ves. in all the
lic. school system.
hisvigorous logic w'hich left no trace of a question—I refer tounpopular
him as a citiequity practice in this Stat< Ua# bethe scratch" in life’s great "free for
of doubt in the pathway by which he zen or this
He was keenly interested in the pubhow 1 have been afflicted. Now
community in this connec- | come at least of equal importance with
ail’’.
He
and
wrought,
tolled
to
reach
lic welfare as
had reached his conclusions.
His simdependent
the
tion—but having made up his mind,
that of the law.
thev see me walk back and forth
upon
the first rung of the legal ladder.
He
ple method of clear and unclogged having reasoned the thing out with the
management of public affairs, and with
and
the least
Of his work as a member of this
has told me himself that at that time his more
statement bears ample proof
of
the
great ability and mental acumen which ; court one hesitates to
somedeveloped
judgment
as
a
relief.
miraculous
he occasionally suffered for the mere
speak lest we
jr.K.k upon it
times found himself in a
lie possessed, he was as fearless and
hopeless but scholar and sound thinker.
fail to do him Justice.
His period of
creature
comforts
of
life
and
His
w
Rheumthat
e
well
and
in
at
nisi
tenacious
as
the
Roman
in
am
rulings,
were
clean
1
strong.
unrepentant minority, and opposed to a
prius
adhering service on the bench connects
what,
his later years, when he whs able to
and
rendered.
His and giving expression to his opinions.
triumphant majority many of whom cut
fearlessly
atism has left me for
enjoy some of the fruits of his previ- denied the force of his reasoning and charges to the jury were free from And one of the peculiar things about has been sometimes termed the old
with
the
new
Barrows.
Walfelt better in my life.
Peters,
ous industry, there were none of them
is
the
mind
in
the
that
vast
even misconstrued his motives.
great
ambiguity and simple enough to be life
ton. Libbey and Virgin, with Wisvvell.
that brought a deeper enjoyment to
Gratefully yours,
For myself, however. I now
readily comprehended by the average majority of instances is right and the Whitehouse,
and the present
Savage,
him
crowd
is
A
better
illustration
than
that
he
was
able
at
wrong.
LA
to
"No
ISAAC
FLEUR.
length
farther seek his merits to disclose. juror.
able and distinguished head of the
of this perhaps could not be found than
have ail the open and glowing woodHis opinions also impress us with
Nor draw his frailties from their dread
’h
and PasFr
court.
Undemonstrative
in ihis altitude toward certain indusby
nature,
fires that he wanted.
his
in
vigilance
the
abode."
safeguarding
his demeanor was ever that of the
tv of the French
Church,
tries
that
to
be
into
this
were
brought
He wujked long distances to school,
If- fought the light well, and is enrights and liberties of the citizen.
For
community. Citizens with the best of scholar, that he was, and the dishe did chores, tie worked nights, lie
Lowell, Mass.
instance,
in
State
vs.
titled to th** guerdon of good service.
yd
Guthrie,
desired to bring industries
passionate justice rather than the man
taught
t«» lake Vir-DMli I. NOW.
school, he actually
wrested
Maine, he says that a search warrant intentions
Th. ti'1
of the world.
His hopes and ambitions
from adversity the necessary education
"is a sharp and heavy police weapon to I to their home community and these inIiei','1 mffrr another day. Ovt It at your
BY MR. GOOGINS.
were to the last encompassed in
dustries. for the most part, demanded,
the
j
1"
or
form.
-»''*•
tablet
which
to
a
be
found
used
Upon
of
most
liquid
th* law
•Irn^s;
study
carefully lest it wound i as a condition precedent, that the com- administration
While
1
of
and
the
the
deeply
justice
deplore
passing the security or liberty of the citizen.”
to
rend "The* Ku*t of
\
ot
furnish
munity itself should
capital growth and development of the law.
Judge Emery. I deem it a. great,
Send for I* today to
Mi.nan II in gee
NOTHING ELSE.
Some of his written opinions in the | and
furnish
credit.
sad. privilege to ofTer my simJudge
Emery
though
\ arnry, J.rnn. Mm*.
Jt*« Free.
\\
t
What
a
He studied law and he thought law.
Law court make excellent precedents could not be convinced of the wisdom
change in legal proceedings
tribute to his memory.
It is fitting
he witnessed during his long period of
It absorbed him and he absorbed a ple
to attorneys who may be in doubt as
of this; with his subtle
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service!
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to the procedure in similar cases. That j1 his keen perception he reasoned that
good deal of it. He was admitted to an honored
should
member,
thus pay of Hamlin vs.
He came to Ellsworth us a its
practice.
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respect to the great lawyer anil
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and
young lawyer and formed a law partexample, where he points out the munity
required
capital—that confined
distinguished jurist. It was a duty good
field, and he did his full share toward
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nership with an old time practitioner which
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that
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its scope and applying its
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community principles to the solution of th# new
hups J alone of all assembled here tomany articles which are helpciate; and 1 am sure that the man who
problems as they arose. Corporation,
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FINE FOR SORE EYES day rVmetnber. Shortly afterward he could and did
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law was also in its infancy, and he
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entered
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partnership— he often expressed on occasions of this two which appeared in the Maine Law to
watched over its growth till it became
the crowd were
and how many
It Is surprising how quickly eye In- destined to endure for many years and kind, must have carried u warm heart Review: One on the Advisory Opinion times the able,wrong
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man
distinguished
of
the
to become somewhat notable—with the
Justices, and another suggesting
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The rights and duties of public service
whose memory we today honor was
flammation Is helped by common late Senator Hale, who always there- in
certain changes in the judicial system
b. at in sympathy with the world about
right. 1 leave to those who knew corporations were little appreciated
and procedure of Maine.
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mentor,
guide,
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when
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kind
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for the proper development of our
as mixed in Lavoptik eye wash.
One told us in his last address here to thought or deed flow from every
This is an illustration perhaps judicial robes they had become clarimony.
a heart that
jurisprudence.
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The
of the ability of the master mind to fied and defined under the
illuminating
elderly lady, who had been troubled office had the most considerable prac- beats for the good and happiness of
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those of
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the decisions of him and his
among
others.
distinguished
his judicial career. I will leave him to
mediocre.
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associates on the bench.
Water rights
Judge Emery never forgot the duty those who are better
Mr. Hale was drawn into political life
than
I shall always think of Judge Emery and the State’s
qualified
he owed to each of his friends, esover our rivers
myself to judge his work and give a as a great scholar. The Maine poet in and lakes were control
many years, was greatly helped in about 1868 and practically never left It
also an important and
that of pronouncing suitable
pecially
true estimate of his character as citiThe legal work substantiafterwurd.
paying tribute to the vocation of the
fruit 1V1 source of litigation
two days.
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in
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propriety
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the
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COUNTY

CONTEST.

STATE

Successful Event—Ellsworth Entertains Boys anil Girls.
EllsThe county contest held in
worth on October 15 and 16. was a
Two
hundred
event.
successful
boys and girls, local leaders and
in
were
attendance.
chaperones,
Boys and girls attended from the
towns of Ellsworth. Ellsworth Falls,
Trenton, East Surry. Franklin, West
North
Franklin.
Sedgwick, West
Sedgwick, East Sullivan, Corea, Castine, Hancock. Bayside. South PeMarlboro, Ashnobscot.
Lamoine,
vllle, Southwest Harbor and Bucks-

List of Candidates For Electors of President and Vice-President to be voted for at
the Presidential Election to be he'

2, 1920.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing

-.ovember

To vote

list of Candidates

Specimen Ballot

or

straight party ticket place

a cross

Secretary

FI'

of State

X in the large square above the party name;

or omit the cross in the large square and
place
printed in the column under the party name.
large square and place a cross X in the small square to the right of f
party column, not exceeding six in all. If you desire to vote for some person i

of such candidates for Electors as you desire to vote
for, in any
Elector whose name is not on the ballot write the name of the candidate
whom you desire to vote for in any of the blank spaces under the printed nar
and place a cross X in the small square to the
right of the name which you have written.
Another method of voting other than a straight party ticket is to
place a cross X in the targe square above the party group of candidates fc
Electors, strike out the names of the Electors printed in this column whom you do not desire to vote for and if
you desire to vote for the candidates c‘
another party place a cross X in the small
square at the right of their names as printed in any other party column. If you employ this method of
voting other than a straight party ticket and deaire to vote for some person whose name is not
printed on the ballot strike out the name of the candidate
whom you do not desire to vote for which is printed in the column at
the head of which you have placed the cross, and write the name of the
candidal•
whom you desire to vote for in the blank space underneath the name
which you have stricken out.
number ot Elector# for President and Vice-President to be
elected is six. You may vote for any of the candidates not
exceeding this
number

OF

_LIST

CANDIDATES_

ctuos.

REPUBLICAN
HARDING AND C00LID6E

The program at

fipfirffO

QqvooO

Teontnw

jects:

POULTRY.
champion,
$5

SENIOR

—

Carolyr

East Surry.
Haynes
Second.
$3 each— Norman Swett
East Surry; Martin Dyer, Franklin.
Third. 32 each—Olive Smith. Franklin; J. Donald Lord. East Surry.
JUNIOR POULTRY.
County champion, 34—John Blalsdell. Franklin.
Second.
$3— Ronald
Young. North
Sedgwick; Arnold Allen, North Sedgwick; Marion Gaspar. East Surry;

J|

Alexander C. Hajrerthy, Ellsworth

r

GOX AND ROOSEVELT

■ACAULEY AMD BARBUi

For Electors of
President and Vice President

For Elector* of
**

SOCIALIST

_DEES

l>or|«

U.

Blake, Portland

William R. Ho lx, Presque Isle

|

-y
j

□

Jaaaca Ruaaell. Farmington

Edward

□

Miller, Rockland

Prank B.

j

Clarke. Portland

B

Terrence

Towle, Banfor

B.

D

Emmons, Saco

Melvin

P.

Winona Young. Corea: AdriIceland. Trenton; Daisy DeMeyer.

SENIOR PIG.
ginia Gray. Bucksport.
County champion, $5—Dorothy Cook. j
Third. $2—Leo Staples,

Hancock.

nobscot.

Second. $3—Laura
Williams.
West
Franklin; Arbine Smith. Franklin.

County
Bayside.

PIG.

Third. $2—Dorothy White, Trenton;
Pinkham. Ellsworth; Arnold
Hasty. East Sullivan;
Harvard
DeBeck, West Franklin; William Blaisdell. Franklin; Mildred Rich. Trenton;

Albion

Lewis Rich. Castine.
JUNIOR POTATO.

County Champion. $4—Milton Frost.

Ellsworth.

I

Second, $3—Lewis Rich. Trenton.
|
COOKING
AND
HOUSEKEEPING.
Co. champion. |5—■-Carolyn Haynes,
East Surry.
Second. $3—Gladys Lord. East Surry;

SENIOR

Madeline Round. Ellsworth Falls.
Third. $2—Katherine Austin. Margaret Franklin, Marjorie Jellison. Ellsworth Falls.
JUNIOR COOKING AND HOUSEKEEPING.
Co. champion
$4—Marion
Gaspar,
East Surry.
Second, $3—Barbara Stanley, East
Jeanette
No.
Surry;
Allen.
Sedgwick;
Iris Fletcher. East Surry.
Second. 32—Mary Round. Ellsworth
Falls; Esther Parker, Frieda Hatch,
Castine; Ruth Orcutt. No. Sedgwick;
Irene Hamilton. Geraldine Salisbury.
Eloise Carlisle, Ellsworth Falls.
SENIOR CANNING.
Co. champion. |5—Marjorie Jellison,
Ellsworth Falls.
Second. $3—Katherine Austin. Ellsworth Falls: Myrtle Foss. Hancock;

Gladys Smith. Franklin; DorothyGray,

So. Penobscot.
Second.
$2—Albra Emerson. Ellsworth Falls; Olive Smith. Franklin;
Laura Williams. W. Franklin; Beatrice
Bragdon. Ellsworth; Marion Good&le.
Sullivan; Arbine Smith. Franklin; Lillian Clark. Sullivan; Evelyn Staples.
N. Brooksvllle.
JUNIOR CANNING.
Co. champion, 34—Barbara Stanley,
East Surry.
Second. 33—Pauline Smith. Franklin;
Helen Thompson.
Lamoine;
Leonlce
Hill, Ashville;
Virginia Black. North
Brooksville; Alice
Smith.
Franklin;
Edna Hardison. West Franklin; Abbie Gray. South Penobscot.
Third.
32—Mildred
Hazel
Clarke.
Hooper. Castine; William Blaisdell.
Franklin; Addle Murphy, Ellsworth;
Margaret
Williams.
Janet
Farnsworth. West Franklin; Lucy Martin.
East Sullivan: Edith Murch. Franklin;
Ray Lord. East Surry; Inez Snow.
North Brooksville; Ellen Gott, East-

GARDEN.
champion. $4—Horace

Pe-

Estey,

$3—Alvin Wescott. Wendell
Stanley. East Surry; Maurice Staples.
North Brooksville; Ira Kane. Robert
('lough. East
Archie
Surry;
Gray.
South
Penobscot;
Eleanor
Clark.
Southwest Harbor.
Third. $2—Roy Moon. East Surry:
Gilbert
Stubbs.
Alfred
Rucksport:
Perkins. Marie Perkins. Lloyd Grindle.
North Brooksville; Clarence Remick.
Bayside; Eugene Moon, East Surry;
Robert Gott. Franklin;
Mary Stover.
Bucksport; Lester Bragdon, EllBworth;
Leslie McNeil. Floyd Bradbury. Franklin: Edward
Martin. East Sullivan;
Harvard DeBeck. West Franklin; Harvey Snow. North Brooksville; Elizabeth Stover. Bucksport; Arnold Martin.
East Sullivan; Stanley
Sawyer. Castine;
Parker
Cushman.
Ellsworth
Robert
Blaisdell.
ElFranklin;
mer Cousins. North Brooksville; Kenneth Gray. South Penobscot; R. Guy
Butler. Franklin. R. 1; Cora Staples.
Marjorie Dodge, North
Brooksville;
Carlton Crowley. Corea; Manley Howard. North Brooksville; Leonard Sawyer. North Castine; Eugene
Murphy.
Ellsworth. R. 1; James Murphy, Trenton:
Donald
Perkins. Earle Vogell.
Castine; Sherwood Jettison. Ellsworth
Falls: J. Merton Hatch. Castine; John
Blaisdell. Franklin:
Elene
Hamblen.
Southwest Harbor; Vivian Gray, South
Penobscot; Francis Sawyer. North Castine;
Rodney
Billings.
Bucksport;
Elizabeth Thurston.
Bunker.
Harry
Kenneth Rollins. Southwest Harbor.
SENIOR SEWING PRIZES.
Second.

34—George Sav-

Ellsworth.
Second. $3—Horace Estey. Bayside;
Leslie McNeil. Franklin; Adrianna Iceland. Trenton.

age.

South

JUNIOR

|

Knowles, Portland

Fred E. Irish, Bath

Frederic D.

James F. Carey, Surry

|

Lyford. Lewiston

Mrs. Frances
Leverton
has
returned home
after several months

1

q

George M. Knowles, Portland

~G
John M

~g

■

Britt,

Xortfi

Yarmouth

Social Side of Roosevelt.
Mr. Roosevelt was n believer In the
amenities ami civilities of public as
well as private life.
He had a very
alert and correct sense of '‘form,"
writes Edward G. Lowry In the Review.
It was one of hls strongly
marked traits, though little dwelt upon
by hls many biographers. He gathered about him while he was In the
White House many agreeable, pleasant, civil spoken men whose chief
apparent qualification was a distinct
social background and tradition. They
were not grubby, workaday persons at
all, bnt rather men who had found
the world a charming place of sojourn
largely because their fathers and
grandfathers had provided a solvent
for the bread-and-cbeese problem. For
the most part they were the very best
butter and acquitted themselves creditably.
-o-

□

□

an-i.—ii ■

No Welcome for the Coottee.
Frequent epidemics of typhus In
James B. Allen has been substituting as teacher at Gilman high school Mexico are a constant source of worry
I at Northeast
Harbor for two weeks. to our border states. Several thousand
Mrs. Irene Somes, who is teach- of Mexicans cross the
I
line every
ing at Calais high school, spent sev- month, and while health
officials are
eral days last week at home.
at hand to "delouse” them
j
every time
Elvin A., son of Mr. and Mrs. I
come In, a few undoubtedly get
Ezra G. Richardson of Beech Hill, I they
died very suddenly Wednesday, Oct. over without this formality and pro13. after an illness of but two days ceed to the mining and lumber camps
of what was pronounced to be in- of the West carrying their cooties
fantile paralysis.
Elvin
was
but with them.
Typhus-Infected cooties,
thirteen years of age. the only boy once set loose In a
country, so disof a family of seven children.
He tribute themselves In
trains, cars, thewas attending
the grammar school
a»ers and homes that
literally nobody
here.
He was a boy of excellent
Is
safe.
Moreover, recent figures
County champion. $5—Gladys Lord. character, a great help to his parEast Surry.
ents by his willing disposition and show four out of five cases of epiS?,c°nd, $3—Thelma Martin, East industrious habits.
His
untimely demic typhus to he fatal. An appreSuliivan.
death has cast a gloom over the ciation of these two facts will enuse
Third. $2—Vida Martin. East Sullivan; Carolyn Haynes
He will be keenly missed in the citizen
village.
East Surry.
to agree with the public
JUNIOR SEWING.
the home circle and by his schoolhealth service and the war department
County champion. $4—Marion Cas- mates, as well
as by everyone in
par. East Surry
that the typhus cootie cannot be too
A private funeral
Second. $3—Winona Gray. Lois Hale. this community.
Ruth Clark, Castine.
was held Thursday afternoon at the
completely barred from Immigration
Third, 12—Rena Sawyer. Alice Chamin Brookside cemetery, only Into the United States.—Exchange.
berlain. Geneva Closson. Castine; Vic- grave
toria Estabrook. East Sullivan; Ray the immediate family being present.
Lord, East Surry.
The deepest sympathy goes out to
-0
the grief-stricken parents and sis8tlll Hops.
Mount Desert.
ters.
Betty was talking with her mother
Mrs. Sam Fitz and son
Norman
Oct. 18.
8.
about her little brother, and her mothhave returned to
their
home
in
er said: “Betty, Isn’t It funny. Stuart
-oBremerton, Wash., after several
and daddy have blue eyes, while you
weeks at the home of their aunt.
by
Harvesting
Machinery.
and I have green even?” Betty, thinkMrs. Charles Bordeaux.
Mrs. Fitz
The
of
methods
beginning
practical
was formerly Miss Estelle Gray of
ing deeply, finally said: “Never mind,
!n the direction of harvesting by mathis village.
mother, ours will get ripe some time,”
Misses Craig,
Orr and
Skinner chinery was not made until 183L

Surry.

□
□

D

sence.

In

□
□

Portland

Haradon,

~q

have closed
their
cottage
"Long
Meadow.” and left Saturday for their
home in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Thomas Tweedy and Mr. and
Mrs. James Pryor left last week for
their homes in New York.
Capt. and Mrs. Lester E. Pray
have moved into their own cottage,
after spending the summer with Mrs.
Pray’s mother, Mrs. J. S. Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Smith and two
sons, Mr. and Mrs. William Somes
and Mrs. Isaac Somes motored to
Waldoboro on Sunday to spend the
day with relativs.
Ernest G. Stanley left last week
for Philadelphia, where he will be
employed during the winter by the
man whose yacht he sailed the
past
season.
Mrs. Stanley will go later.
George M. Richardson, formerly
of this village, now of Orange, N. J.,
is spending a few weeks at his old
home here.
His old friends are glad
to welcome him after a long ab-

East brook;
Florence
FV.rkins. North
Brooksville: Mary Sawyer. North Castine; Ethel
Clark.
West
Franklin;
Flora Perkins. Irma Perkins. Castine;
Virginia Collins. Trenton; Ruth Lufkin. Floyd
Bridges. Corea:
Juanita
Dunbar. Marguerite Hamblen. Pauline
Dunbar.
Winifred
Esther
Hamblen.
Thurston. Southwest Harbor.
SENIOR GARDEN.
County
$5—J.
champion,
Donald
Ix>rd. East Surry.
Second. $3—Josephine Harriman, Vir-

1

Elmer E.

TD

brook:
anna

R

□

Henry G. Casey. Auburn

Milltken, Stockholm

Charles

Frank B. Haye*, Erwleton

□

□

□

□

_g
Maurice Staples.
North
Brooksvllle;
Donald Perkins. Castine.
Third. $2—Eugene Moon. East Surry;
George Ash, East Sullivan; Carl Bryant. Corea; Floyd Bradbury. Franklin;
Roy Moon. East Surry; Barbara Stanley. East Surry; Alfred Perkins. North
Brooksvllle; Chester Jones. Ellsworth;
Harvey Snow, North Brooksville; Wende 11 stan’ey.
East
Surry.
Margaret
\\illiama.
West
Franklin.
Manley
Howard North Brooksville; Alvin Weseott.
Ellsworth;
Lawrence
Lufkin.
Corea; Willis Moon. East Surry; Earl
Noyes. Corea; Lewis Clark, Castine.

j

Pulslfer, Auburn

□
Willis T.

Qeorre E. Klttred**, So. Portland

□
James A.

I

JUNIOR

Abraham Lincoln Young. Camden

q

□

1□
Charles

□
□

Chase, Bartn*

!q

County champion.

Sanford K. Ballard, Auburn

IMP STEDIIM

For Electors of
Praaident and Vica Praaident

Preeident end Vice Preeident

□

Alton C. Wheeler, South Parts

the contest was

Senior garden. Donald
Lord.
East
Junior
Surry.
Horace
garden,
Estey.
Senior
Bayside.
canning.
Marjorie Jellison, Ellsworth Falls,
Junior canning.
Barbara
Stanley.
East Surry.
Senior cooking
and
housekeeping, Carolyn Haynes. East
Surry. Junior cooking and housekeeping, Marion Gaspar. East Surry.
Senior sewing
Gladys Lord, East
Surry. Junior sewing, Marion GasEast Surry.
par.
The winners of
senior
county
championships are
the ones selected to attend the State
contest at the University ot Maine
this tvinter.
An interesting feature of the club
work in Hancock county is the folIn 1920, 331
lowing:
boys and
girls enrolled in club
251
work,
started
projects, and 177 finished
their projects, records and stories,
and made exhibits.
In 1919, 469
boys and girls enrolled. 365 who
started projects,and 163 who finished
and made
an
exhibit.
In
other
words, in 1920, about 54 per cent, ol
all the club members enrolled, finished and made exhibits, against 35
per cent, in 1919; and 70 per cent, ol
those starting the projects in 192(
finished them, against 47 per cent
in 1919, which shows that club members are hanging a little more per
sistently to their work, and taking
little more interest than ever be
fore.
The county contest was in charg*
of County Agent H. Styles Bridges
assisted by Miss A. Evelyn Howe
the home demonstration agent, Les
ter H. Shibles, the State club leader
and Mrs. Nancy A. Young, the count;
project leader of boys’ and girls
clubs.
The
following ia the list ol
prises awarded in the various pro-

SINGLE TAX

I

kept alive at all times by club songs
and yells by the various clubs.
Saturday morning the prizes were

awarded to the various club members, and stories were read by the
boys who attended the Eastern
States
Exposition at Springfield.
Mass.
Miss Beatham, of the United
States treasury department gave an
address, and club charters were
awarded by Mr. Shibles. the State
club leader.
The county champions of the various projects are as follows:
Senior poultry.
Carolyn Haynes,
East Surry.
Junior poultry,
John
Blaisdell, Franklin.
Senior
pig,
Dorothy Cook, Hancock.
Junior

DEMOCRATIC
-__J

For Electors of
President and Vice President

prizes.

County

a

names

The exhibit in Hancock hall was a
line one: 176 boys and girls, who finished their work, completed their
records and stories satisfactorily,
had exhibits.
The garden and potato exhibits were the best ever
shown in connection with the county
contest.
The sewing and cooking
and housekeeping
exhibits, which
consisted of articles of sewing prepared by the different club members
and bread cooked by the cooking
club members, attracted much attention.
The canning club had its usual fine
The
exhibit.
from
the
reporters
New England Homestead said it was
one of the finest exhibits they had
ever seen at a county contest, or at
any exhibit of boys' and girls' club
work.
They spoke especially of the
canning exhibit; and one can of corn
in particular, put up by Miss Olive
Smith of Franklin, attracted much
attention from New England Homestead
as well
as from
reporters,
other visitors at the contest.
One of
the reporters was so impressed with
the exhibit that he instructed the
county agent to offer a year's subscription as a prize to the county
champions in agricultural projects.
Lodging and meals for the boys
and girls were secured from the public-spirited citizens by the woman's
club of Ellsworth.
The Ellsworth
board of trade, through the president. Mr. Leland. raised a subscription from prominent citizens of Ellsworth to defray the expenses of the
evening's entertainment, as well as
for various other expenses
which
came up
The city of Ellsworth extended the free use of Hancock hall
for the contest, and the five banks of
Hancock county, the Union Trust
Co.. Liberty national bank, and Hancock county savings bank
of
Ellsworth, and the First national bank
and Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Co.
of Bar Harbor, contributed $500 for

nit?

a

cross X in each one of the small squares to the
right of the names of the candidat»s for Electors
To vote other than a straight party ticket omit the cross X in the

The gathering was an enthusiastic
time.
and all
report a good
500
There were nearly
people in
Hancock hall at the afternoon exercises
Friday. The program conaddress
sisted of a welcoming
by
Charles H. Lelanit, president of the
Ellsworth ooaril of trade, responded
to by Horace Estey, a club member
Addresses were given
of Bayside.
by George J. Volz, secretary of the
Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A., Mr. Elkins,
principal of Ellsworth high school,
and C. L. Morang of Ellsworth, all
highly praising the boys' and girls'
ciub work in the county, and the
work
wonderful
accomplished. A
piano solo was rendered by Dorothy
White of Trenton club; a reading
"A Tribute to
Club
Leaders.” by
Olive Smith, a member of the Franklin club; a demonstration
by the
club of a properly-conEast Surry
ducted business metting. which gave
every person present, some Idea of
what a well-conducted club meeting
is like; and the final address, given
by Lester H. Shibles. State leader of
girls

destroying

FRANK W. BALL,

one,

anu

or

TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.

port.

uuvs

MAINE

or

Skeleton* of Ancient Race.

Bacas***-Rocase n' Menton* Francs,
Is an unct-'nt dwelling place where
bones of people of the Pale* thic. of
Stone age, were found. In the mase
nm at Monaco there are sktletons of
this ancient people, which give an Ink
press Inn that they were bnr -I 'reatures. njiellke an*l uncouth. The Red
lied hf
Cliff skeletons, as they arc
the English, after the English name
for the dwelling place, show however,
the characteristic features of the lone*
of modem men and women, difference*

being very slight.
Beautiful Narcissus.
The genus narcissus is most tosclik
t#
atlng and prolific In specie.-, dear
the hearts of gardeners the ffor™
of Lnf*
over, whether It be the daft dll
land or the little ‘‘Shul

flower—of

water-fairy

Sin ‘a
the Ch
name recall*

New Year.
The genus
another of the poetic Greek myth*
This one la of the lovely and * :
sa
cleans, who loved no one until lie
his own reflection In a mount**
change*
pool, and whom fair Echo
tM
The earliest of
Into this plant.
ll'J
genus to bloom Is the Lent
daffodil, that comes before the
lows dare, in her stiff little peid

V:£

■

s«*J

of yellow.
—

-....

o--

Affection.
Elsie was proud and much excite*
over a pair of new
shoes and whfl
a**
calling on a friend could think
®"
talk of nothing else. To get bev
terested In something else, the
M
an at whose home she w as visit
tried to take her up to an elephM
made of teakwood. about a foot
Double

looking rather real.

Baby

was n-°

tre
afraid at hrat, but went nearer
bllng as she went along. Finally
»»
put her little hand on his head
both at
harmless,
him
put
finding
around him and cried out In 88101
0
ment and
"He loves me he

Joy:

my shoes 1”

Dally Thought
and they will be
to you; treat them greatly ami
Trust

men

will show themselves

great.—Enter

*

J

